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Unless the LORD builds the house, They labor in vain who build it;
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Abstract

This thesis explores the potential of Co25Fe75 alloy-based thin-films and heterostruc-
tures for the study of magnetodynamic and magnetostatic phenomena and their
applications. We determine different mechanisms contributing to the damping
of magnetization spin dynamics in Co25Fe75 films via broadband ferromagnetic
resonance spectroscopy. Spin-wave excitations and their characteristic propagation
lengths in constrained magnonic waveguides are investigated by phase-resolved,
micro-focused Brillouin light scattering. In Pt/Co25Fe75/Ir-multilayers, we demon-
strate magnetic skyrmion formation by magnetic force microscopy and analyze
skyrmion stability in external magnetic fields as well as spin dynamics in the
skyrmion phase. Our findings show that Co25Fe75 films are promising for applica-
tions in magnonics and skyrmionics due to their low-magnetic damping and high
saturation magnetization.
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Kurzfassung

In dieser Dissertation werden magnetische Dünnfilmmultilagen auf der Basis
einer Co25Fe75 Legierung für die Untersuchung der statischen und dynamischen
Eigenschaften der Spinstruktur verwendet. Verschiedene Mechanismen, die zur
Dämpfung der Spindynamik beitragen werden mit Hilfe von breitbandiger ferro-
mangetischer Resonanzspektroskopie bestimmt. In strukturierten, magnonischen
Wellenleitern werden Spinwellenanregungen und deren charakteristische Aus-
breitungsreichweite mit Hilfe von phasenaufgelöster, mikrofokussierter Brillouin
Lichtstreuung untersucht. Die Bildung von magnetischen Skyrmionen wird in
Pt/Co25Fe75/Ir Multilagen mit Hilfe von Magnetkraftmikroskopie nachgewiesen
und es wird deren Stabilität in von außen angelegten magnetischen Feldern
untersucht. Es werden desweiteren dynamische Spinanregungen in der Skyrmio-
nenphase beobachtet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Co25Fe75 Filme aufgrund ihrer
niedrigen magnetischen Dämpfung und hohen Sättigungsmagnetisierung ein
viel versprechendes Anwendungspotential in den Feldern der Magnonik und
Skyrmionik besitzen.
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1Introduction

Novel computing paradigms like, e.g., brain-inspired- or neuromorphic computing
are more and more sought after in a time that demands not only improved
computing performance but also increased energy efficiency. Over the last decades,
classical computing built up the technological back bone and exponentially gained
relevance in our everyday life. The success of classical semiconductor-based
information technology is mainly based on the continuous miniaturization and
integration of circuit components following Moore’s law since decades [1]. While
for the first steps of miniaturization of the integrated circuits (IC) the energy
consumption decreased and clock rates increased tremendously, today’s microchips
are much harder and especially much more expensive to improve [2]. A general
IC architecture where the application and thus software adapts to the hardware
is expected to be insufficient soon to cope with the exploding amount of data.
Alternative computing approaches that allow for parallelization or even resolve
the von Neuman bottleneck by allowing in-memory data processing are highly
desirable. Thus, for the sake of achieving larger computing and energy efficiencies,
hardware needs to be adapted according to the application.

Only recently, vowel recognition based on neuromorphic computing has been
shown successfully by using a network of only four synchronized spin torque
nano-oscillators (STNOs) [3]. The implementation of the spin degree of freedom
for technological applications might not only be useful for read heads of hard
disc drives, magnetic random access memory and angle sensors but may as well
play an important role for data processing in the future. For neuromorphic
computing the separation of memory and processing is overcome by mimicking
the brain’s neurons and synapses which merge both components. This is realized
by so-called memristors (memory + resistor). Their implementation for machine
learning tasks already showed improvement by two orders of magnitude in both,
energy consumption and acceleration for back propagation algorithms that are
necessary for weighting the synaptic links [4]. Inspired by our brain, it is be
desirable to achieve as much synapses per neuron as possible to increase the
amount of communication paths. However this would result in challenging wiring
and 3D stacking architecture of the hardware on the microchip. STNOs could
allow for a dense and highly interconnected network due to their ability to radiate
microwaves and synchronize with each other without direct wiring [3, 5, 6]. The
ability to implement pattern recognition tasks at the hardware level using thin film
magnets exemplifies the potential for novel computing paradigms.

Another approach for realizing pattern recognition is based on reservoir
computing. Here, an input signal is processed by a reservoir that is previously
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trained to map the desired output. The only requirement to the system is that
it can store information and has individual non-linear units. Thus, small sized
magnetic textures, e.g., skyrmions, provide an encouraging platform for micro-chip
reservoir computing hardware as they can reach the low nm-scale. DC and AC
currents through a pinned skyrmion bath allow harnessing complex resistance
and dynamic magnetization responses [7]. The reservoir itself can thus act as a
neuromorphic unit that enables the integration of memory and processing.

Moreover, the employment of spins also endorses benefits in other novel
computing approaches. Analog processing can outperform digital devices for
specific tasks like, e.g. matrix multiplication. A clear example is the Fourier
transform of a wave front passing through a lens. In a recent study, it has
been shown that wi-fi signals can be exploited as a medium for calculations [8].
This wave-based (= exploiting wave-like properties) analog computing benefits
from parallelization and the possibility of vector calculations rather that binary
processing. However, wavelengths of the electromagnetic field at current operation
frequencies of a few GHz are rather large. Spin waves in ferromagnetic thin
films on the other side provide GHz frequencies together with wavelengths in the
micrometer and even in the nanometer range. Hence, miniaturized wave-based
computing could be implemented on microchips [9, 10]. However, in contrast to
electromagnetic waves, spin waves experience a much stronger dampening which
imposes a restriction of their application to their propagation length scale. In
order to provide sufficient propagation lengths, low damping properties and high
propagation velocities are required.

Apart from computational purposes, thin films involving ferromagnet/heavy
metal interfaces were shown to outperform current commercial THz emitters with
help of the spin degree of freedom [11]. Here, the nano-patterned magnets show
technological relevance for non-invasive material studies by non-ionizing radiation
rather than computing applications.

The above-mentioned possibilities of making use of the spin degree of free-
dom exemplify their high potential for technological devices. Nonetheless, many
challenges and limitations are still to be overcome. The most fundamental differ-
ence to electronics is the non-conserved quasi-particle number. I.e., the number
of electrons is conserved whereas magnons as the quantized excitation of the
spin system dissipate. The underlying mechanisms that result in a relaxation
strongly define the (energy) efficiency and signal amplitude for many proposed
applications [9, 10, 12, 13]. Accordingly, all the above mentioned scenarios bene-
fit from low magnetic damping, such that materials with low loss rates for the
magnetic excitations are sought after. Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) is the most
prominent low damping ferrimagnet and is most specifically used in the field of
magnonics [9, 14]. Unfortunately, this material is rather challenging to structure
and hardly compatible with current complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) technology due to its isolating property. Furthermore, the requirement for
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single-crystal Gadolinium Gallium Garnet substrates to achieve its low-damping
properties additionally hinders its potential. For technological applications various
limitations like costs, easy fabrication, compatibility and flexibility for substrates
(deposition possible on Si) have to be considered.

In a recent study the metallic, ferromagnetic CoxFe1-x alloys were investigated
and astonishingly low damping parameters of the Co25Fe75 composition were
reported [15]. Thus, this work focuses on the implementation of Co25Fe75 (CoFe)
in thin film multilayers and shows its broad applicability for dynamic and static
magnetic phenomena, namely, spin-wave transport and skyrmion creation. The
easy fabrication by sputter deposition, simple patterning of nanometer-sized
structures, low magnetic damping properties and high saturation magnetization
make CoFe a promising platform for further investigation and development of
functional multilayers.

In chapter 2, we lay the theoretical basis for describing the dynamics of spin
systems within the macrospin model. This approach will be used to describe
the microwave response of the thin film ferromagnets. Additionally, we explain
how the dynamic measurement techniques, namely, broadband ferromagnetic
resonance (BBFMR) and Brillouin light scattering (BLS) can be employed to obtain
insight into the magnetic properties of the samples.

Chapter 3 focuses on the magnetodynamic response of CoFe thin-film multi-
layers. We use BBFMR and thereby separate various contributions to the magnetic
damping in CoFe thin films. We take advantage of the low damping achieved in
the samples for spin-wave excitation in a structured CoFe magnonic waveguide.
Here, spin waves are analyzed by BLS where large spin-wave propagation lengths
and group velocities are achieved.

Chapter 4 provides the underlying physical framework required to describe
the magnetostatic response in magnetic thin films below saturation. Domain
formation is discussed and we give a short overview of magnetic skyrmions and
their creation in magnetic thin films.

In chapter 5, we focus on thin-film multilayers that exhibit skyrmion formation.
The magnetic properties in the multilayer system are extensively characterized by
BBFMR, superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry,
BLS, micromagnetic simulations using mumax3 [16], anomalous Hall-effect mea-
surements and most importantly by magnetic force microscopy (MFM). The latter
technique allows for direct visualization of the magnetic solitons. Their magnetic
field dependent evolution is analyzed and we demonstrate robust skyrmion size
for a broad range of external magnetic fields.
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2Magnetization Dynamics

The implementation of magnetism in computational technologies requires a precise
control of material parameters and magnetic properties. The determination of the
magnetodynamic susceptibility as the linear response of a magnetic material to a
time-dependent perturbation allows to obtain insight into material parameters like
the effective magnetizations, magnetic anisotropies, the gyromagnetic ratio, energy
dissipation and many more. The microwave response of magnetic thin films plays a
major role for the experimental work in this thesis such that a basic understanding
of the magnetic behavior in presence of external perturbation shall be introduced
within the following sections. The fundamental concepts necessary to analyze
and interpret the obtained results are well established in literature [17–23] and
textbooks [19, 24–27] such that this theory chapter follows the argumentations and
derivations of the available references and additional previous works realized at
the Walther-Meißner-Institut [28–33].

2.1 Macrospin Model and Effective Field
Magnetic moments within a ferromagnet in general are aligned parallel to each

other by the quantum-mechanical exchange or Heisenberg interaction [34]. They
can be collectively described within a homogeneously (i.e. uniformly) magnetized
system with volume V by the macroscopic magnetization M as a magnetic moment
density

M =
1
V ∑

i
µi =mMS, (2.1)

where µi represent the effective magnetic moments of respective atoms (or the
corresponding collective itinerant electrons attributed to each atom). The magneti-
zation vector is split into its magnitude MS as the saturation magnetization and its
direction given by the unit vector m. In isolating materials, the Heisenberg model
allows to quantify the resulting moments by the overlap of electron orbitals from
adjacent atoms. The Heisenberg interaction is a direct exchange that stems from
overlapping electron wave functions. The coulomb repulsion together with Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty principle and the Pauli principle lead to an energy contribution
that can be described as [24]

Fex = − 1
V ∑

j 6=i,i>j
Jij

A
1
h̄2Si ·Sj. (2.2)
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Here, Jij
A is the exchange constant [24], h̄ is the reduced Planck constant and

Si,j being the spin operators. However, in itinerant ferromagnets the collective
behavior of conducting electrons has to be considered instead of localized electrons
of neighboring atoms. But with help of the mean-field-theory that describes
a fictitious mean-field or exchange field the concept of the exchange constant
JA as in Eq. 2.2 can still be employed for band ferromagnets [24]. It plays a
crucial part for the magnetic free energy density but for the following discussions
focusing on a saturated (uniform) magnetic state its influence vanishes and can
thus be neglected. It becomes clear, that while this contribution is responsible for
the collective behavior of magnetic moments it does not contribute to a favored
direction of the macroscopic magnetization.

2.1.1 Effective Field
In thermal equilibrium, the magnetization vector aligns with the direction

where the effective magnetic field

µ0Heff = −∇MFm
∣∣
M=M0

= −
(

∂

∂Mx
,

∂

∂My
,

∂

∂Mz

)
Fm
∣∣
M=M0

(2.3)

exhibits its minimum magnitude. As can be seen from the equation, µ0Heff

depends on the magnetization direction as well. In absence of external magnetic
fields it can be stated, alternatively, that the thermal equilibrium is achieved when
the alignment of the magnetization M0 returns a minimum of the magnetic free
energy density (Fm)1. Fm is composed of various contributions that in sum define
the energy landscape and thus the favored direction of m. A short overview of
relevant contributions is given in the following.

2.1.1.1 Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy

The non-spherical 3d- or 4 f -electron orbitals are responsible for the magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy. Because of the more complex shape of the orbitals a
change of direction of the orbital moments alters the overlap of the wavefunction
between two atoms 2. Together with the overlap, the electrostatic exchange energy
is varied which consequently induces a direction dependence, i.e. an anisotropy,
of the orbital moments. Even though the ferromagnetism of the metals used in
this thesis (Co and Fe) stems mostly from the electron spin, the spin-orbit cou-
pling connects the orbital- with the spin-moment and subsequently provokes the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy [24, 35–38].

In crystalline magnetic systems this contribution is one of the most relevant,
however, this work focuses on polycrystalline samples only. By the arrangement

1 In a more general sense, including external magnetic fields a minimum of the free enthalpy
density G = Fm −M ·Bext, with external magnetic field Bext is required [24].

2 More generally, Coulomb repulsion is altered by changing mean distances of electrons due to
the shape and alignment of orbitals. A direct overlap is not strictly required.
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of all possible crystallographic orientations a directional dependence induced by
the lattice symmetry is averaged out. We will thus proceed with our discussion
shedding light on a strong determinant of the magnetization direction in the
investigated samples.

2.1.1.2 Shape Anisotropy

The finite size of a magnetized sample results in magnetic surface charges,
which generate a magnetic field inside the sample pointing in opposite direction
to the externally applied magnetic field. It is therefore called demagnetization
field. Depending on the shape of the sample and direction of external fields these
internal fields can vary strongly in magnitude. The resulting contribution is thus
often referred to as shape anisotropy and is non-homogeneous for arbitrary shapes.
For reasons of simplicity the discussion can be reduced to ellipsoidal shapes, where
the demagnetizing fields are homogeneous and can be written as [27]

Hdem = −
↔
NM = −

 Nxx Nxy Nxz

Nyx Nyy Nyz

Nzx Nzy Nzz


 Mx

My

Mz

 . (2.4)

In a coordinate system with axes along the main axes of the ellipsoid the demag-

netization tensor
↔
N can be reduced to its diagonal components Nxx, Nyy, and

Nzz. The free energy density contribution of the demagnetizing field thus can be
expressed as [24]

Fdem = −1
2

µ0M ·Hdem =
1
2

µ0M
↔
NM . (2.5)

As the samples discussed in Chap. 3 and Chap. 5 can be described as magnetic
thin films we employ a further simplification. The demagnetization factor for
a magnetization pointing perpendicular to the surface of a thin film is N ≈ 1,
whereas for magnetizations lying in the plane results in N ≈ 0. The shape
anisotropy contribution to the free energy density for thin films can thus be written
as

Fdem =
1
2

µ0M
2
S . (2.6)

In order to minimize the resulting energy density the magnetic moments will
try to reduce stray fields. In the case of a magnetic thin film this is achieved
by a rotation of the magnetization towards the plane. As a consequence, at
minimum, a magnetic field of µ0H = µ0MS is required in order to drag the
magnetic moments perpendicular to the surface. In real samples and in absence of
any contribution that imposes a favored direction the demagnetization leads to the
formation of magnetic domains (see Chapter 4) in order to further reduce magnetic
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stray fields [24]. However, within the macrospin model only the homogeneously
aligned magnetization is considered. The simplification is justified whenever other
contributions like strong anisotropies or external magnetic fields provoke a fully
saturated magnetization.

2.1.1.3 Interface-induced Anisotropy

By its nature, thin films exhibit interfaces that intrinsically induce a symmetry
breaking. While the film plane in our case can be assumed to be isotropic the axis
parallel to the surface normal is distinct which introduces uniaxial anisotropies.
A perfect example of an anisotropy contribution with uniaxial character is the
previously discussed shape anisotropy. Nonetheless, the interface between a
ferromagnet and the adjacent material can result in further anisotropy terms
with the same symmetry. A common effect stems from the mismatch of the
lattice constants of different materials where elastic strain can impose additional
anisotropy contributions at the interface [39–41]. Also, an altered density of states
at the Fermi surface and the influence of spin-orbit coupling by heavy metals were
shown to be responsible for uniaxial anisotropies [42,43]. Exemplary and common
thin film bilayer compositions where an interface induced perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) is observed are Co/Pt [40], Co/Au [41] and Co/Ni [42]. While in
general the axis out of the thin film plane can be both, easy or hard axis depending
on the details of the interfaces we will focus on systems where their interface
contributions constitute an easy axis along the surface normal.

For the uniaxial anisotropy a phenomenological description with directional
cosines can be employed. Without loss of generality we can assume the easy axis
direction to align with the z-axis such that the energy contribution can be written
dependent on m2

z = cos2 θ, where θ describes the angle between m and z. By
using the relation m2

x + m2
y = 1−m2

z = sin2 θ the free energy density contribution
can be formulated in first order as [24, 44]

Fu = Ku(z ·m)2 = Ku sin2 θ. (2.7)

The case Ku > 0 describes a system with an easy axis along the z direction, whereas
Ku < 0 defines a hard axis behavior, or easy plane system with no preferred axis
in the plane. The resulting effective field in z-direction can be calculated by [19]

µ0Hk =
2Ku

MS
. (2.8)

As we restrict our attention to multilayers with interface effects favoring a
magnetization alignment out of the plane, its contributions compete with the above
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described shape anisotropy. Both anisotropies share the uniaxial symmetry which
allows to summarize their opposing behavior by the effective energy density

Keff = Ku −
µ0M2

S
2

. (2.9)

Here, the second term represents the demagnetization as formulated in Eq. 2.6.
However, other than the above mentioned bilayer systems where PMA (i.e. Keff > 0)
was observed, the studies in this thesis focus on easy-plane multilayers with
Keff < 0. Nonetheless, the interfacial anisotropy, here described by Ku, is crucial
for understanding the presented results in Chapter 3 and 5. Its role outside of the
macrospin model will further be discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.

2.1.1.4 Zeeman Energy

The magnetization direction can additionally be controlled externally by
applying a magnetic field H0 induced by, e.g., an electromagnet. The corresponding
energy density of a magnetic moment in a magnetic field [24]

Fzee = −µ0M · H0 (2.10)

and Eq. (2.3) inherently define Hzee
eff = H0. Thus, for the Zeeman energy contri-

bution only the real magnetic field is relevant and virtual fields by molecular- or
exchange field play no role [24].

2.1.2 Magnetization in the Effective Field
All these contributions mentioned above sum up to the total free energy

density F and thus define the effective magnetic field which we can express as

Heff =H0 +Hdem +Hk. (2.11)

The magnetization will align parallel to the effective field in a thermodynamic
equilibrium. Within the macrospin model describing the saturated magnetization
the exchange energy contribution is zero and is thus not included [45]. If the
magnetization is deflected from its equilibrium direction, the effective field exerts
a torque T given by [24].

T =
dJ
dt

= Vµ0M ×Heff. (2.12)

Evidently, M is equivalent to an angular momentum J

M = −γ
J

V
(2.13)
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with γ being the gyromagnetic ratio gµB/h̄, with Landé-factor g and the Bohr
magneton µB. The above stated Eq. (2.12) and (2.13) merge to the Landau-Lifshitz
equation [20]

dM
dt

= −γµ0M ×Heff. (2.14)

This formulation describes a constant precession of M around Heff, such that
the magnetization would never reach thermodynamic equilibrium again after
deflecting it from the equilibrium direction. In reality, many different dissipation
mechanism lead to a relaxation of the precession which can be described as a
magnetic damping. Lenz’ rule is one of the most known reasons for magnetic
damping via the induction of eddy currents [46, 47] as it finds application in
slowing down trains. However, many further loss channels, e.g. due to the
interaction with quasi-particles, exist. Below, some are discussed in Chapter 3.2. A
large variety of such loss channels can be summarily treated phenomenologically
by a dimensionless damping constant α which was introduced by T. Gilbert [21]. It
is often referred to as Gilbert damping parameter. By including a viscous damping
term ∝ αṀ to Eq. (2.14) the famous Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is
obtained

dM
dt

= −γµ0M ×Heff +
α

MS
M × dM

dt
. (2.15)

The resulting motion is depicted in Fig. 2.1, where the magnetization relaxes
towards its equilibrium position in a precessional manner. It becomes evident,
that a large value for α results in a fast relaxation of the magnetization towards its
equilibrium direction.

Fig. 2.1. – Sketch of the damped magnetization precession around the effective field
defining the equilibrium direction to the magnetization
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2.2 Homogeneous Excitation
In the previous section, we discussed the response of the magnetization to

a static effective field after deflection from its equilibrium direction. Now, we
turn the attention towards the case of an additional time periodic perturbation,
where the oscillating magnetic field is applied in such a way that its corresponding
torque counteracts the inherent relaxation. The damped motion in Fig. 2.1 can
be compensated by a perturbative radiofrequency field hrf applied perpendicular
to Heff. By use of a homogeneous driving field with a frequency that matches
the precession frequency of M its motion can be sustained. Such a scenario, the
magnetization in an effective field with a perpendicular driving field, is analogous
to a driven harmonic oscillator with damping. The derivation of the resonance
condition will be sketched in the following as its detailed calculation can be found
in many previous works [19, 25, 29–31].

Without loss of generality, we let the effective field without perturbing driving
field point in the z-direction such that Heff = Heffz, with unit vector z. The sample
is assumed to have an ellipsoidal shape with its symmetry axes pointing along

the coordinate axes x, y, and z such that the demagnetization tensor
↔
N reduces to

its diagonal components Nxx, Nyy, Nzz. By adding an oscillating, perpendicular
driving field hrf(t) = hrf · exp(−iωt) we can write:

Heff =H0 +Hdem +Hk +hrf(t) =

 −Nxx Mx(t) + Uxx Hk

−Nyy My(t) + UyyHk

H0 − Nzz MS + Uxx Hk

+

 hrf,x(t)
hrf,y(t)

0

 .

(2.16)

Here, Uii with i = x, y, z represents the diagonal entries of the uniaxial anisotropy
tensor analogous to the demagnetization tensor. We consider a static external
magnetic field H0 = H0z, static demagnetization −Nzz MS and uniaxial anisotropy
Hk, together with the time dependent radiofrequency excitation and its induced
dynamic demagnetization −Nii Mi(t), with i = x, y. The following derivation
restricts to linear response, which holds true for excitation fields |hrf| � |H0|. In
this case, the magnetization with Mx,y � Mz points mainly along z-direction with
the approximation Mz = MS. A harmonic ansatz for Mx,y(t) = Mx,y · exp(−iωt)
plugged into the LLG equation (Eq. (2.15)) returns a differential equation that
describes the linear response relation between perturbative field and magnetization
by [

hrf,x

hrf,y

]
=

↔
χ
−1
[

Mx

My

]
. (2.17)
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The inversion of
↔
χ
−1

and multiplying M2
S to obtain a dimensionless quantity then

returns the Polder susceptibility [48]

↔
χ =

[
χxx χxy

χyx χyy

]

=
MS

det
(

↔
χ
−1) ·

[
A11 +

iωα
γµ0

iω
γµ0

− iω
γµ0

A22 +
iωα
γµ0

] (2.18)

with

A11 = H0 + (Nyy − Nzz)MS − (Uyy −Uzz)Hk

A22 = H0 + (Nxx − Nzz)MS − (Uxx −Uzz)Hk.
(2.19)

The Polder susceptibility represents the complex response function of the
magnetization regarding a small harmonic perturbation of the effective magnetic
field. A schematic depiction of the real χ′ and imaginary χ′′ part of the first entry
- it corresponds to the response of a damped harmonic oscillator - is shown in
Fig. 2.2 a) for a system assuming Nxx = Nyy = 0 and Nzz = 1 and Hk = 0.

Fig. 2.2. – a) Schematic of the first entry of the Polder susceptibility depending on the
external magnetic field strength with the real part χ′ and the imaginary part χ′′ indicating
the absorption. Here, a frequency of 10 GHz, µ0MS = 1.5 T, µ0Hk = 0, Landé-factor
g = 2.1 and αG = 0.02 was used for a thin film with the external magnetic field applied
in-plane (IP). b) Schematic of the Kittel equation of the resonance field for the IP (see
Eq. (2.21)) and out-of-plane (OOP, see Eq. (2.23)) geometry.

In order to obtain the resonance field Hres for a fixed frequency the real part

of the resonance condition det(
↔
χ
−1
) = 0 (see Eq. (2.18)) has to be solved. The two

simple thin-film cases, i.e. H0 in the thin-film plane (in plane IP) and H0 along
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the out of plane (OOP) direction, are depicted in Fig. 2.2 b). In a general form we
can derive an expression for the resonance field known as Kittel equation as:

Hres = −
1
2

MS(Nxx + Nyy − 2Nzz) +
1
2

Hk(Uxx + Uyy − 2Uzz)

+

√(
2π f
γµ0

)2

+

(
MS(Nxx + Nyy)− Hk(Uxx + Uyy)

2

)2 (2.20)

with frequency f = ω/2π. As already indicated above, for the thin films two
scenarios are separated from each other depending on whether the externally
applied field lies within the film plane or points parallel to the surface normal.
Assuming an infinitely extended thin film with its plane being defined by the
orthogonal unit vectors e1 and e2 and the surface normal pointing along e3 the
general form of Eq. (2.20) can be specified for the IP and OOP case. The in-plane
case allows two simple coordinate transformation. Without loss of generality we
pick e1 = z, e2 = x and e3 = y such that Nxx = Nzz = Uxx = Uzz = 0 and
Nyy = Uyy = 1. This allows to formulate the IP-Kittel equation for thin films

Hres =

√(
2π f
γµ0

)2

+

(
Meff

2

)2

− Meff

2
(2.21)

with the effective magnetization

Meff = MS − Hk. (2.22)

On the other hand, when considering the OOP case, the coordinate systems
translate with e1 = x, e2 = y and e3 = z, such that Nxx = Nyy = Uxx = Uyy = 0
and Nzz = Uzz = 1. This reduces Eq. (2.20) to the OOP-Kittel equation

Hres = Meff +
2π

γµ0
f = Meff +

h
gµ0µB

f . (2.23)

The two Kittel equations for IP (Eq. (2.21)) and OOP (Eq. (2.23)) will prove to be a
useful tool for the extraction of magnetic material parameters of the investigated
thin films. However, apart from the resonance position the resonance linewidth
will be of importance as well. While the real part of the resonance condition
returns the Kittel equations, the imaginary part gives insight into the linewidth.
Solving the mathematical equation the full-width-half-maximum of the resonance
can be extracted as

∆H = 2
αω

µ0γ
. (2.24)

Note that Eq. (2.24) holds for both, IP and OOP configuration. From Eq. (2.24)
it becomes apparent that the phenomenological damping parameter α can be
obtained by analyzing the linewidth. However, real measurements often exhibit
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an additional offset Hinh which is referred to as the inhomogeneous linewidth
broadening. Exemplary phenomena that can induce such an offset could be
inhomogeneities and/or magnon-magnon scattering. As a consequence a broad
frequency range has to be investigated to properly extract α from the frequency
dependence

µ0∆H = 2
2π f α

γ
+ µ0Hinh. (2.25)

For an ideal sample, this linear function is usually expected to cross the origin,
but as inhomogeneities can induce a constant shift Hinh can be taken as a rough
indication of the sample’s quality and/or roughness.

In chapter 3.2 the analysis of resonance data in OOP case will play a major
role such that it will be convenient to only consider the first entry of the Polder
susceptibility in the OOP case as

χ(H0) =
MS(H0 − Hres + Heff)(

H0 − Hres + Heff + i ∆H
2

)2 − H2
eff

. (2.26)

In this case, the effective field Heff = 2π f /µ0γ.

2.3 Broadband Ferromagnetic Resonance Setup
In order to quantify the magnetic properties of a thin film its susceptibility

is measured by broadband ferromagnetic resonance (BBFMR). A simple setup
consisting of a vector network analyzer (VNA), a coplanar waveguide (CPW) and
an electromagnet for the creation of a homogeneous external magnetic field is
sufficient for this measurement technique. The illustration in Fig. 2.3 shows a
sample (with dimensions length l, width b and thickness dFM) placed on top of the
center conductor (CC) of the CPW. The conducting line is connected to the two
ports of the VNA with which the transmission at various frequencies and external
magnetic field magnitudes and directions (H0 ‖ e1 or H0 ‖ e3) is recorded. When
the external magnetic field matches the resonance condition at the used frequency
the sample absorbs power from the electromagnetic field produced by the CC
which results in a dip in transmission. This absorption encodes the susceptibility.
The underlying theoretical concept will be shortly introduced in the following.

The ac current in the conducting line generates the oscillating driving field
hrf with an IP and an OOP component regarding the CPW plane. We define the
coordinate system by the vectors e1, e2 and e3 and its components x′, y′ and z′
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Fig. 2.3. – Sketch of the BBFMR setup used. A thin-film is placed on top of the CC of the
CPW. A VNA measures the transmission between the two ports. The microwave current
in the CC induces an oscillating magnetic field hrf which serves as driving field to the
FMR. At resonance condition the sample absorbs power from the conducting line which
influences the recorded transmission. For the measurement the homogeneous external
magnetic field is applied either along e1 (IP case) or e3 (OOP case). The measurement
is performed for various frequencies and field points to record the field and frequency
dependence of the resonance. The illustration is adapted from Ref. [49].

respectively. When the CC is in the shape of a thin strip with uniform current
density the driving field is given by the Karlqvist equations [50]:

hy′(y′, z′) =
h0

π

(
arctan

(
y′ + wcc/2

z′

)
− arctan

(
y′ − wcc/2

z′

))
hz′(y′, z′) =

h0

2π
ln
(
(y′ + wcc/2)2 + (z′)2

(y′ − wcc/2)2 + (z′)2

)
.

(2.27)

Here, wcc is the width of the center conductor and the field amplitude h0 =

JCC/2 = I/2wcc at (y′, z′) = (0, 0), where I is the current flowing through the strip.
The generated field is relevant for the magnetic flux Φ whose change induces the
detectable voltage in the CPW by

Vind = −∂Φ
∂t

. (2.28)
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This allows to restrict the discussion to the dynamic part of the flux which can be
written as

Φdyn =
µ0

I

∫∫∫
V
h(y′, z′) ·↔χ · h(y′, z′) dx′dy′dz′

Φdyn =
µ0

I

∫∫∫
V

χy′y′h2
y′ + (χy′z′ + χz′y′)hy′hz′ + χz′z′h2

z′ dx′dy′dz′.
(2.29)

Here, h(y′, z′) refers to the magnetic field described by the Karlqvist equations
(see Eq. (2.27)). We can reduce the equation by omitting the middle term in the
integral for reasons of symmetry. Furthermore, when we consider dFM � wcc, i.e.,
the thickness of the sample is much smaller than the width of CC, we can take the
limit hy′z′(y′, 0) = limz′→0 hy′z′(y′, z′). As the sample extends far into the ground
plane (width of sample b� wcc), the volume integral along y′ can be considered
as infinite. These steps will eventually reduce the dynamic magnetic flux to

Φdyn = µ0 I
l · dFM

4wcc
(χy′y′ + χz′z′). (2.30)

This magnetic flux is associated with an inductance L = Φ/I which depends on
the geometrical parameters of the sample and CPW and the magnetic susceptibility

L = µ0
l · dFM

4wcc
(χy′y′ + χz′z′). (2.31)

After having discussed the induction of the CPW with the sample, we now
want to relate it to the VNA measurement. The complex transmission parameter
S21 relates the voltage going into Port 2 with the voltage sent from Port 1, such
that we can write:

S21 =
V2

V1
=
|V2|
|V1|

eiφ. (2.32)

Here, φ represents the phase difference between the incoming and outgoing
microwave signal. The transmission through an unloaded CPW (without sample)
S0

21 is determined by the microwave cables, endlaunches and the CPW itself. The
sample adds a purely inductive contribution iωL to the inductance L in series with
the impedance Z0 of the empty CPW. In a voltage-divider model the transmission
change due to the resonant excitation of spin dynamics in the sample is thus [51]

∆S21 =
1
2

Vind

V1
= −1

2

(
iωL

Z0 + iωL

)
≈ − iωL

2Z0
. (2.33)

The approximation holds for Z0 � ωL which is satisfied for our samples exhibiting
resonance frequencies in the GHz regime and inductances of roughly 10−15 −
10−13 H. The factor 1/2 accounts for Vind being the voltage between the CC and
GND instead of a voltage between port 1 and 2. The additional contribution from
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the sample alters the transmission such that the transmission change and the total
microwave transmission can be written as:

∆S21(ω, H0) =
S21(ω, H0)− S0

21(ω)

S0
21(ω)

S21(ω, H0) = S0
21(ω)(1 + ∆S21(ω, H0))

(2.34)

In the OOP case χz′z′ = χzz vanishes due to the parallel alignment of the
respective driving field’s component with regards to Heff. Thus the transmission
parameter (see. Eq. (2.33) and (2.34)) can be connected to the susceptibility via
the inductance (see Eq. (2.31)) in a trivial form to fit actual transmission raw data:

S21(ω, H0) = S0
21(ω, H0) + iA

χ(ω, H0)

MS
. (2.35)

Here, the background S0
21(ω, H0) is assumed to be a complex linear background

dependent on the applied magnetic field and A is a scaling parameter that absorbs
the prefactors appearing in Eq. (2.33) and (2.31). For the IP case, when assuming
small linewidths (∆H � H0, Meff), χz′z′(= χyy) is connected to χy′y′(= χxx) via
the elipticity with χy′y′ · H0 ≈ χz′z′ · (H0 + Meff).

2.4 Spin Waves
For the described FMR all magnetic moments precess homogeneously and in

phase (k → 0 and λ → ∞). However, when the excitation is inhomogeneous the
spins precess with different phases resulting in so called spin waves or magnons
(see Fig. 2.4 a)). These excitations find strong relevance at nonzero temperatures
as thermally excited magnons are responsible for the reduction of the effective
saturation magnetization. Due to the precession of magnetic moments they are
intrinsically tilted away from its equilibrium position reducing the corresponding
magnetization component. In general, the wave character allows to attribute
a wavelength λ and a wavevector k = 2π/λ, which in case of the previously
discussed FMR leads to λ = ∞ and k = 0. When considering propagating spin
waves with k 6= 0 we will see that such excitations enable information transport
via the magnetization [9, 10]. Such and more aspects are studied in the research
field of magnonics. It focuses on spin-wave based phenomena that may be useful
for future information processing technologies. Both the spin-wave phase [52–55]
and the spin-wave amplitude [10, 56, 57] were shown to be able to encode and
transport information. However, many challenges for fabrication and efficiency
remain for both insulating and metallic systems.

Other than in the previous sections, when considering spin waves with k 6= 0
the exchange interaction between spins and dynamic dipole interactions become
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relevant. On the one hand, the exchange interaction results in an additional
effective exchange field [19, 58]

µ0Hex =
2A
MS

k2 (2.36)

with exchange stiffness constant A. It becomes directly apparent that this contribu-
tion is isotropic and gains importance with increasing k-values. On the other hand,
the dynamic dipolar fields for IP magnetized thin films with kd � 1 derived in
Ref. [23] can be written as:

Hdip
x = MS

(
1− 1− e−kd

kd

)
sin2(φ)

Hdip
y = MS

1− e−kd

kd
.

(2.37)

Here, the coordinate system is chosen analogous to the IP case in Chap. 2.2 such
that z points along the net magnetization direction, y points along the surface
normal and x is IP perpendicular to the net magnetization direction. φ thus
represents the in-plane angle between the magnetization M and the wavevector k.
When we consider wavevectors with k ‖M , Hdip

x vanishes, whereas it becomes
the largest when the spin wave propagates perpendicular to M . It becomes
evident, that especially the dipolar contributions (static and dynamic) lead to a
geometry dependent and complex spin-wave manifold that depends on various
factors. Relevant aspects are the angles between the magnetization direction,
the propagation direction and the surface normal, the applied magnetic field
and the material parameters. In this thesis we will make use of IP spin waves.
Kalinikos and Slavin formulated the famous equation (now known as Kalinikos-
Slavin equation) that describes the resonance frequency for IP spin waves in thin
films [23]:

ω = γµ0

√(
H0 + Hex + Hdip

x

) (
H0 + Hex + Hdip

y

)
(2.38)

It may be noted that in order to obtain such an analytical formulation an ellipsoidal
shape has to be assumed due to otherwise inhomogeneous demagnetization. In the
present, simplified case uniaxial anisotropy is omitted and static demagnetization
contributions in the plane vanish for infinitely extended thin films. The two
special solutions φ = 0 and φ = π/2 describe two different kinds of spin waves
which are often referred to as backward volume (BV) mode and Damon-Eshbach
(DE) mode [59], respectively. While the BV wave has a negative group velocity -
hence the name - and is localized within the thin film volume, the DE wave is a
magnetostatic surface wave localized at either the top or bottom side of the thin
film, depending on the propagation direction ±k.
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Fig. 2.4. – a) Schematic of spin waves with a wavelength of five lattice constants. The
presentation of k ⊥ M and k ‖ M clarify the geometric relevance for the interaction
between adjacent magnetic moments. b) Dispersion relation of the most prominent spin-
wave modes. The Damon-Eshbach (DE) mode and the backward volume (BV) are excited
when the net magnetization lies in the plane. The area between the two dispersions
covers the possible spin-wave manifold for arbitrary φ. For complementary reasons the
forward volume (FV) mode is plotted, which describes spin waves in thin films when
the magnetization points out of the plane. Depending on the geometry, the frequencies
below the dispersion correspond to the so-called spin-wave band gap. The DE and the
BV mode were calculated using Eq. (2.38) and parameters µ0H0 = 50 mT, µ0MS = 2.35 T,
A = 26× 10−12 J/m, d = 30 nm and Landé factor g = 2.05 which match the material
parameters from CoFe thin films. The FV mode was calculated with Eq. (2.39), where the
same material parameters are employed but the external field was set to µ0H0 = 2.4 T.

Fig. 2.4 a) shows a schematic sketch of two spin waves with k being either
perpendicular or parallel to the magnetization direction. Panel b) shows the
dispersion relation of the two described modes. The area between DE and BV waves
represents the possible energies of the spin waves propagating in any IP direction
which defines the spin-wave manifold. The unavailable frequency range in IP
geometry below the BV-minimum is often referred to as the spin-wave gap. For
the figure a typical parameter set of a CoFe thin film was used with µ0MS = 2.35 T,
A = 26 pJ/m, g = 2.05, H0 = 50 mT and d = 30 nm. Additionally, the so-called
forward volume (FV) is shown, which is excited when the magnetization is aligned
parallel to the surface normal. As all possible wavevectors are perpendicular to M ,
this configuration is isotropic. The corresponding equation can be found in [19,23]:

ω = γµ0

√
(H0 −MS + Hex)

(
H0 −MS + Hex + MS

(
1− 1− e−kd

kd

))
. (2.39)

Here, the additional term "−MS" stems from the static demagnetization in OOP
direction.

As can be seen from Fig. 2.4 b) and Eq. (2.36), the resonance frequency in-
creases quadratically with increasing k-vector. Thus, the exchange contribution
dominates for large k-values. Simultaneously, at large values for k (or reciprocally
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small wavelengths) the stray fields between the magnetic moments become smaller.
Consequently, the dynamic dipolar contributions become less relevant and the
parabolic dispersion is obtained with

ω = γµ0(H0 + Hex) = γ(µ0H0 +
2A
MS

k2). (2.40)

This limit (Hex � Hdip
x , Hdip

y ) describes the so called exchange spin waves. Es-
pecially due to the small wavelengths and its high group velocities for possible
technological devices the efficient excitation and detection of such exchange spin
wave is drawing much attention [10,60–65]. In a collaboration with Hanchen Wang
and Haiming Yu we exploit low damping CoFe for exchange spin wave creation
(see Chapter 3.4.3).

The group velocity of the spin waves can generally be calculated from the
slope of the dispersion relation with

vg =
∂ω

∂k
(2.41)

and determines the speed at which information can be transferred. However,
magnetic damping causes a significant relaxation of the spin-wave excitation and
thus a finite life time of the desired magnons. This characteristic lifetime is given
by τ = 1/∆ω with [15, 23, 66]

∆ω = αγµ0

(
H0 + Hex +

1
2

(
Hdip

x + Hdip
y

))
. (2.42)

It thus becomes apparent that the characteristic decay length of spin waves λprop =

vgτ is directly linked to the magnetic damping of the sample. Hence, for spin-
wave propagation experiments materials with low Gilbert damping parameters
are highly favorable, which motivated the work presented in this thesis.

2.5 Micro-focused Brillouin Light Scattering
Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) is a well established measurement tech-

nique [67] that allows the detection of spin-wave excitations. It is a sensitive
tool to measure coherent and incoherent spin waves [68]. Additionally, the BLS
technique can be modified in various ways [67, 69] to extract not only energy- [67]
and wavevector- [70, 71] but also temporal- [72, 73], spatial- [69, 74, 75] and phase
information [69, 76] of quasi particle excitations.

The main principle is the inelastic scattering of photons off quasi particles in
a solid. In general these include phonons, polaritons and magnons, however this
work is restricted to the study of magnons only. The photons scattering inelastically
at a magnetic sample can either create or annihilate spin excitations via the Stokes
and anti-Stokes process, respectively. Due to energy and momentum conservation
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the outcoming photons inherits information of the magnon it interacted with.
Fundamentally, we can write:

ωout = ωin ±ωsw

kout = kin ± ksw
(2.43)

Here, ωout and kout represent the frequency and momentum of the scattered
photon, wheres the subscript "in" refers to the photon before the scattering process
and "sw" refers to the spin wave or magnon. A schematic of these processes
of creation ("−") and annihilation ("+") is shown in Fig. 2.5 a). The magnons
excited by microwave fields in ferromagnets live in the GHz regime, such that
the change on the probing laser light (≥ 102 THz) is very small. A very sensitive
apparatus is required to reliably detect the changes of an order of magnitude of
roughly 10−5 and a monochromatic light source with small linewidth is required
to obtain a stable photon frequency. The demand for the high sensitivity can
be satisfied by a (3+3) pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer (TFPI) shown in
Fig. 2.5 b). Two Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) are used through which the
laserbeam is guided six times in total in order to achieve the required contrast. For
a certain etalon distance L1 of the first FPI only laser wavelengths λ that match
the condition L = nλ/2 can pass the filter. All other frequencies are canceled out
due to destructive interference of the back and forth reflected light. By moving
the stage and hence the etalon distance the frequency spectrum can be probed.
The resulting transmitted frequencies match the elastically scattered light and the
(anti)-Stokes peaks. After a scan of λ/2 the signal repeats. This range is often
referred to as free spectral range (FSR) fFSR = c/2L1, with c being the speed of
light. The second FPI installed at an angle α and thus having an etalon distance
L2 = L1cos(α) allows to suppress higher order signals after passing the FSR. This
can be explained as the stage scan is correlated with a frequency scan which is
slightly different for the two FPIs. Fig. 2.5 c) shows the transmitting signals for
both FPIs and depicts the product of the two when the light passes the TFPI. The
TFPI developed by J. R. Sandercock [77] thus allows a high contrast measurement
of small photon frequency shifts where higher order transmissions are effectively
suppressed. Only the original frequency (Rayleigh peak for elastically scattered
photons) and the Stokes and anti-Stokes peak with frequency shifts ∆ f can thus
be transmitted. A single photon detector is used to quantify the signal intensity.

The BLS measurements presented in Chapter 3 were performed in a collabo-
ration with the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. Tobias Hula recorded
the BLS spectra at the setup in Dresden. A schematic is shown in Fig. 2.6. The
phase sensitive micro-focused BLS setup is able to merge spatial information and
recover wavevector resolution at the same time [69]. A microscope objective allows
to obtain a spatial resolution of / 400 nm. This allows to scan over the sample
and measure spin-wave intensities depending on the distance with respect to an
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Fig. 2.5. – a) Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering process where an incoming photon with
frequency ωin and momentum kin creates or annihilates a magnon, respectively. b)
Schematic of the TFPI stage. The laser beam is guided three times through each FPI to
achieve a high signal contrast. The use of two FPI with a tilting angle α allows to suppress
higher order transmissions. c) Individual transmission showing Rayleigh-, Stokes- and
anti-Stokes peaks through FP1 and FP2. The different etalon distances L1 and L2 result in
a different stage translation to frequency relation. The product of both effectively returns
only one signal triplet with a frequency shift depending on the magnon frequency. The
figure is adapted from L. Liensberger [29].

exciting microwave antenna. Due to the focused light beam magnons with various
wavevectors are collected and wavevector resolution is sacrificed. However, phase
information can be retained by using a reference beam with constant phase and
its frequency matching the frequency of the inelastically scattered photons. The
probing light is sent through an electro-optical modulator (EOM) that is driven by
the same source as the antenna that excites the spin waves. BLS is a phase-sensitive
mechanism such that the scattered photons maintain the same phase information
as the corresponding spin wave. As the phase of the propagating spin-wave mode
varies depending on the distance with respect to its origin so does the phase of
the scattered photons. By allowing the backscattered light to interfere with the
reference beam after passing a polarizer constructive and destructive interference
depend on the laser spot position. Using this method, the wavefronts can be visual-
ized such that wavelength and corresponding wavevector are obtained. Hence, the
dispersion of the investigated spin wave can be mapped in the operating frequency
range of the EOM. More detailed and technical aspects regarding BLS can be
found in Refs. [29, 69, 77] and references therein. For this thesis the phase sensitive
microfocused BLS technique was used to obtain the spin-wave dispersion and
spin-wave propagation lengths. It is thus possible to relate the characteristic decay
length found in our structured samples with the low Gilbert damping in CoFe.
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Fig. 2.6. – Schmatic of the phase resolved micro focused BLS setup. The laser is modulated
by the EOM driven at the same frequency as the microwave antenna used for spin-wave
excitation. The modulated reference beam that is reflected at the sample surface and the
inelastically scattered light pass the non polarizing beamsplitter. As both beams have a
90◦ polarization shift with regards to each other they are brought to interference by an
additional polarizer under 45◦. An additional photodiode and camera are for operational
purposes only. Figure kindly provided by Helmut Schultheiss (private communication).
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3Low Damping CoFe Thin films
for Magnetodynamic Applications

The use of magnetization and its GHz frequency dynamics in nano-scaled devices
for computational technologies is an intriguing approach to find possible novel
applications in the field of information processing and storage [9, 10, 12, 13]. Even
in quantum technologies the implementation of magnon-based quantum-coherent
operations are considered [78]. At present, tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) [79] -
the magnetic alignment dependent tunneling resistance between two ferromagnetic
layers - is used for read-heads of hard disk drives. Such magnetic tunnel junctions
are also used for magnetic random access memory (MRAM) as a non-volatile
memory. Further phenomena investigated in the field of spintronics like spin
orbit torque or spin transfer torque RAMs are being employed for developing
new generations of non-volatile memory applications [80]. For such devices fast
switching times of the magnetization direction is of importance which demands
a precise tuning of the relaxation inherent to the magnetization dynamics. The
relaxation parameter is often described phenomenologically by the Gilbert damp-
ing constant αG [21] as many different mechanism like scattering of magnons with
other (quasi-)particles [81] or induction can dissipate energy from an excited mag-
netization motion. While such switching processes exhibit an optimum value for
fast magnetization reversal [82] other aspired applications based on e.g. spin waves
benefit from vanishing damping constants [9, 10]. The propagation of spin waves
is limited by their lifetime emerging from magnetic damping and thus confines its
implementation to small length scales. As a consequence, the investigation of spin
wave based phenomena is most prominently based on the record low damping
ferrimagnetic insulator Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) [9, 53, 61, 75, 83–88]. However, a
large scale implementation of nano-patterned YIG structures is very costly and
challenging. Additionally, due to its insulating property it is incompatible with cur-
rent CMOS technology. Metallic systems on the other hand can be easily attached
to electron based applications and entail easy fabrication possibilities. But alas, ad-
ditional magnon-electron scattering leads to a faster magnetization relaxation. The
Gilbert damping constant in YIG is reported to reach the αG ∼ 10−5 regime [89],
whereas the most prominent metallic ferromagnets used for thin films like, e.g. Co,
NiFe and CoFeB alloys exhibit much higher values αG ∼ (5− 7)× 10−3 [90–92]. A
significant improvement was achieved by Schoen et al. [93] were the intrinsic damp-
ing of Co25Fe75 (the alloy will be abbreviated with CoFe throughout this work) was
reported to reach down to αG ≈ 5× 10−4 which may endorse the alloy for various
future work combining electrical conductivity with low magnetic damping. Within
this chapter the low damping properties are extracted by broadband ferromagnetic
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resonance (BBFMR) on CoFe thin films and the different damping contributions
are elaborated. Its applicability for high spin wave propagation lengths is further
confirmed by Brillouin Light Scattering experiments. The most important results
presented in this chapter are as well published in Ref. [74].

3.1 Reduced Damping by Avoiding Spin Memory
Loss

The seed layer of magnetic CoFe thin films and thus its growth conditions
play an important role for the achievement of low damping parameters and
reduced inhomogeneous linewidth broadening [94, 95]. Heavy metals with high
spin orbit coupling and high spin Hall angles like, e.g. Pt and Ta are often used
for magnetic thin films to exploit spin transfer or spin orbit torque effects [12,
96–102]. However, at the interface between the FM layer and the high spin
orbit coupling materials spin memory loss acts as an additional loss channel for
spin angular momentum [103–105]. It has been shown that the damping can be
reduced significantly by the insertion of a additional spacer layers that exhibit
vanishing SOC. The effect has been confirmed in various systems comparing
bilayer and trilayer structures like, e.g. Co/Pt - Co/Cu/Pt [106] and Py/Ir -
Py/Cu/Ir [107]. The effects of spin memory loss have further been investigated in
various heterostructures, like e.g. Pd/Cu, Pt/Cu [108] and Ta/Py/Pt trilayers [109].
The insertion of Cu was shown to maintain its applicability for STT effects for
current controlled magnetization dynamics [98, 100] and is thus a useful additive
for optimized damping properties.

The above mentioned reports in literature regarding its influence on the re-
laxation is reproduced in Fig. 3.1 for CoFe based multilayers. Here, the Gilbert
damping parameter of two sample series consisting of Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Pt(t) and
Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Cu(2)/Pt(t) is compared. The Ru layer is used to prevent oxida-
tion of CoFe by the thermally oxidized Si substrate. Even though this protective
layer might contribute to the overall damping within the heterostructures, its
contribution can be assumed to be constant for both sample series. It thus does not
play a role for the comparison of the Gilbert damping parameter of the two series
involving inclusion or exclusion of a Cu spacer layer. For very thin Pt thicknesses
a finite ratio of the spin angular momentum which is transferred from the CoFe
to the Pt via spin pumping [110] is reflected back to the FM layer. Thus, it does
not contribute to the relaxation process and the damping decreases for very thin
Pt layers as reflection gains importance. For large Pt thicknesses t the damping
parameter saturates as the spin angular momentum pumped from the CoFe into
the Pt is absorbed entirely. In this saturated regime a reduction of αG by a roughly
40 % becomes visible when introducing an additional Cu spacer in between. Such a
significant decrease aligns well with observations in literature [106, 107, 111]. How-
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ever, a phenomenological estimation of the spin diffusion length in Pt with a fit
to αG = αsat − c exp(−t/λ) [107] results in an underestimation of λPt,Cu/Pt < 1 nm
when assuming an internal Gilbert parameter αint = αG(0) = 0.0015. Even when
considering higher values of αint - and thus phenomenologically accounting for
spin memory loss - λPt,Cu/Pt remains below ≈ 1.6 nm.

A thorough analysis of the spin diffusion length of Pt in Py/Pt samples with
a self-consistent approach by measuring spin-orbit torques and Gilbert damping
by FMR yields λPt ∼ 2.5 nm− 6.7 nm) [109]. Very similar Berger et al. [109] where
Py/Pt structures with 2 nm ≤ tPt ≤ 20 nm were analyzed, αG hardly changes for
Pt thicknesses down to 2 nm. Nonetheless, they are able to determine λPt in their
work [109] as the damping-like spin-orbit torque exhibits a larger characteristic
length scale of increase and by the use of more detailed models for which they
additionally determined the charge conductances of the samples and quantified
the spin mixing conductance at the interface by a additional samples comprising a
tPy series.

Fig. 3.1. – Gilbert damping parameters determined by BBFMR measurements on
Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Pt(t) and Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Cu(2)/Pt(t) multilayers. A significant re-
duction of the magnetization damping is observed by introducing the additional spacer
layer Cu.

Whilst the CoFe/Pt series in Fig. 3.1 compares well with Ref. [109] where a
significant spin-memory loss contribution was found and the increased damping
constants compared to the CoFe/Cu/Pt samples is consistent with the assumption
of the presence of a spin-memory loss contribution ∆α, the data is not sufficient to
have a more detailed discussion. At very low Pt thicknesses proximity polarization
and inconsistent growth are expected to break the models described in Refs. [109,
112]. Unexpectedly, the CoFe/Cu/Pt series shows an almost constant αG starting
with thicknesses as low as tPt ≥ 1 nm whose reason of "immediate" saturation is
not clear. While such a behavior might align with the idea of an interface effect
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as the spin-memory loss for this sample series as well, the lack of SOC in Cu is
expected to result in negligible spin-memory loss contributions [103].

Despite the only qualitative and rough discussion, the data together with
the available literature on the presence of spin-memory loss in similar sample
structures [106, 107, 109, 111] allows to visualize the significant and beneficial
effect of a spacer insertion regarding the reduction of magnetic damping. Within
the work of a previous master thesis [32] it was found that instead of Cu other
spacer layers, namely, Al can be used as well to obtain lower damping parameter
values for BBFMR measurements in OOP geometry. In the following, Al spacers
are employed for the multilayers that are used to distinguish different damping
contributions in detail.

3.2 Separation of Extrinsic Damping Contributions
The excitation of magnetization and the resulting precession of magnetic

moments can dissipate its angular momentum via various relaxation paths. In-
trinsically, magnons within a ferromagnet can scatter with phonons in the mate-
rial leading to the loss of angular momentum from the magnon to the phonon
bath [113, 114]. Another intrinsic damping contribution stems from magnon-
magnon scattering [115, 116], which allows the scattering of the FMR mode (k = 0)
into spin waves modes (k 6= 0). A homogeneous excitation can thus experience
an energy transfer into propagating waves. This contribution, however, can be
suppressed by geometry when the magnetization is aligned with the external
magnetic field parallel to the surface normal of a thin film. Due to the spin wave
gap (see Chapter 2), energy conservation impedes the dissipation into other exci-
tation modes at the low driving powers used throughout this work. For metallic
systems additional contributions can be identified. Spin excitations can scatter
with free electrons [117–121] leading to a further relaxation contribution com-
pared to insulating magnetic materials. Furthermore, within itinerant samples the
precession of magnetic moments induces eddy currents according to Lenz’s rule
which inherently try to counteract the motion of magnetization [46, 47]. This effect
however, is shown to be negligible for the thin films used in this study due to
their low thicknesses. Apart from the intrinsic mechanisms within the material,
which - except from eddy-current contributions - are merged in an intrinsic Gilbert
damping value α0 in this work, other extrinsic phenomena play a crucial role for
the relaxation of magnetic precession.

Depending on the sample structure, quality and the measurement technique
additional contributions can lead to an increased relaxation rate of the magneti-
zation precession. For FMR measurements the dynamic magnetization couples
inductively to the coplanar waveguide and thus dissipates power. This "radiative
damping" represents the equivalent of eddy currents but instead of the currents
being present within the sample itself they are induced within the setup’s waveg-
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uide [15]. In heterostructure samples, if the ferromagnetic thin film is adjacent to a
metallic or magnetic material, spin-angular momentum can be transferred via the
interface [110,122–132]. This spin pumping phenomenon thus relaxes the magnetic
oscillatory motion. During the transport of spin-angular momentum at interfaces
with spin orbit coupling an additional spin memory loss is observed where - as the
term indicates - the spin information is rather lost than transferred [103–105]. While
these mentioned extrinsic contributions are all Gilbert-like, i.e. a linear ∆H vs. f
characteristic, further facets might play a role that lead to qualitative deviations
of the linewidth dependence. Roughness and/or imperfections in the material
lead to long range magnetic inhomogeneity inducing further magnon-magnon
scattering processes. These contributions lead to and can be phenomenologically
described by the inhomogeneous linewidth broadening [115, 133]. Addtionally,
magnon-magnon scattering induces a more complicated, viscous damping that
breaks the linear dependence [134–137].

A large variety of different relaxation paths of magnetodynamic motion
becomes evident for both, insulating and itinerant ferromagnetic thin films. In the
following, five different contributions to the total magnetic damping in CoFe thin
films are resolved within a sample series of sputter deposited Ta(3)/Al(3)/CoFe(t)/
Al(3)/Ta(3) heterostructures with varying FM thicknesses 1.4 nm < t < 26 nm
(see fabrication details in Appendix A). Room-temperature FMR is employed
to measure the magnetodynamic response to microwave excitations. Within the
metallic ferromagnet Eddy currents are found to be negligible for the entire
thickness range while spin pumping becomes the dominating contribution for
very thin samples. At this end of the investigated thickness range also losses
due to roughness and defects gain relevance as indicated by the inhomogeneous
linewidth broadening which is reduced for thicker layers. For these higher values
of t, radiative damping - being an intrinsic phenomenon of the measurement
technique - becomes significant due to the increasing inductance. With help of the
sample series an upper boundary for the intrinsic damping within the CoFe layers
is quantified.

Fig. 3.2 a) and b) shows exemplary raw data of the measured field dependent
microwave transmission S21 at 16 GHz for two samples with t = 1.8 nm and
t = 26 nm, respectively. The resonance field, linewidth and amplitude are extracted
for a broad frequency range enabling the determination of several magnetic
properties. The frequency dependent resonance fields of the two thin films are
depicted in Fig. 3.2 c), where a fit to the Kittel equation (2.23) quantifies the effective
magnetization Meff and the Landé-factor g. The total measured Gilbert damping
and the inhomogeneous linewidth broadening is extracted from the full-width-
half-maximum linewidth of the resonance peak shown in Fig. 3.2 d) with Eq. 2.25.
For the distinction of relaxation mechanisms, the damping parameter will be
splitted into its different contributions αG = α0 + αsp + αeddy + αrad. Panel e) and
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Fig. 3.2. – a),b) Exemplary raw data of the measured microwave transmission S21 of
blanket Ta(3 nm)/Al(3 nm)/Co25Fe75 (t)/ Al(3 nm)/Ta(3 nm) samples with CoFe thickness
t = 1.8 nm (a) blue symbols) and t = 26 nm (b) black symbols), respectively. The traces are
recorded at 16 GHz with an applied magnetic field H0 in OOP geometry. The red lines are
obtained by fitting Eq. (2.26) to the data. c) and d) show the thus extracted resonance fields
Hres and linewidths ∆H as a function of the applied microwave frequency, respectively.
The fit errors shown as error bars are smaller than the symbol size. In c) Hres is fitted
to Eq. (2.23) to extract the Landé-factor g and the effective magnetization Meff. In d)
∆H is plotted vs. frequency. With a fit to Eq. (2.25) (red lines) the Gilbert parameter αG
and the inhomogeneous linewidth broadening Hinh are extracted. The linewidth of the
t = 26 nm thick sample is shown in Fig. 3.4 on an expanded scale. e) and f) depict the
complex inductance L of the two samples, where the red lines are linear fits to extract the
zero-frequency inductance L̃0. The zero-frequency offset is used to quantify the radiative
damping contribution. The large error bars in f) stem from a larger uncertainty of the
complex background offset due to the reduced field range of the resonance.

f) show the complex normalized inductance of the samples loaded on the CPW. By
merging Eq. (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35) we obtain:

L
χ
= L̃ = − 2Z0A

MSS0
21ω

, (3.1)
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Due to the effects of inverse spin-orbit torques the inductance is of the form
L̃ = L̃0 + L̃1(ω), where L̃0 ∈ R and L̃1 ∈ C [138]. As can be seen from Eq. (3.1) the
determination of the saturation magnetization MS is a crucial step. Its magnitude
can be extracted from the thickness dependence of the effective magnetization
Meff shown in Fig. 3.3 a) [93]. The dipolar inductance L̃0 can be extracted as the
zero frequency offset of the real part of the impedance and used to quantify the
radiative damping according to [15]

αrad =
1
4

γµ0Ms

Z0
L̃0. (3.2)

The obtained αrad for the samples with varying thickness is shown in Fig. 3.3 b).
The inductance due to AC dipolar fields scales linearly with the ferromagnetic
layer thickness [138]

L=
µ0ltFM

4wcc
χyy(ω, H0)η

2(z, wcc) (3.3)

where, wcc is the center conductor width, and η describes the spacing loss stem-
ming from the finite distance z between the sample and the waveguide. The
variations of sample to waveguide distance in the measurements by exchanging
samples and slightly different clamping pressures each time scale the inductance
for each installing individually, which is why the stringent linear dependence is not
obtained in Fig. 3.3 b). However, the tendency of increased radiative contributions
with increased thicknesses is clearly visible.

Fig. 3.3. – a) The effective magnetization µ0Meff scales with reciprocal thickness indicating
the presence of an uniaxial interface anisotropy. From the extrapolation to bulk thicknesses
t→ ∞ the saturation magnetization MS can be determined. b) Radiative and Eddy current
contributions to the Gilbert damping parameter according to Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.4). c)
The total Gilbert damping αG as measured by FMR and the remaining intrinsic and spin
pumping contribution after subtraction of the values shown in b).
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Additional to the radiative damping, eddy current contributions are shown in
Fig. 3.3 b) and were calculated according to [15]

αeddy =
γµ2

0Mst2

16ρ
. (3.4)

Here, ρ = 340 nΩm is the estimated weighted resistivity value of CoFe films
derived from 20 nm thin films of iron and cobalt as a reference [139, 140]. Thinner
films are expected to exhibit higher resistivities which further reduces the expected
eddy current damping.

Substracting αrad and αeddy from the total measured Gilbert damping αG

results in the remaining intrinsic (α0) and spin pumping (αsp) contributions to
αG shown in Fig. 3.3 c). The obtained α0 + αsp matches very well the expectation
of linear scaling with reciprocal thickness due to the interface character of the
spin pumping phenomenon. While the extrapolated bulk value (t→ ∞) returns
the intrinsic damping α0, the slope allows insight into the effective spin mixing
conductance g↑↓eff. By using a fit to [93]

α0 + αsp = α0 + 2
γh̄g↑↓eff
4πMS

1
t

(3.5)

the obtained g↑↓eff = (5.5± 0.3)× 1018 m−2 compares well to literature values [15].
However, the intrinsic α0 = (1.1± 1.6)× 10−4 shows that the described approach
lacks sensitivity for the present ultra-low damping values. In order to obtain a
slightly more reliable upper boundary a second approach analyzing the thickest
sample is performed.

In Fig. 3.3 c) the largest deviation from the liner spin pumping dependence
is visible for the thickest sample with t = 26 nm. Thus, in order to quantify
an upper limit, a linewidth analysis for this sample is shown in Fig. 3.4. By
using Eq. (2.25) the different contributions to αG and the additional µ0∆H can
be subtracted leading to a reduction of the resulting linewidth. Thus, with this
approach, the inhomogeneous linewidth broadening is considered as a separate
contribution to the total linewidth. The step-by-step reduction of the linewidth
in Fig. 3.4 visualizes the impact of the individual components. The obtained
"intrinsic" linewidth can be fitted again with Eq. (2.25) and setting µ0Hinh = 0 such
that an upper bound for α0 ≤ 4× 10−4 is obtained.

In conclusion, it is shown that for very thin films the dominating contribution
to the magnetic damping stems from adjacent materials that can absorb spin
angular momentum from the ferromagnetic layer. For "thicker" samples t ' 5 nm
radiative damping stemming from the FMR measurement technique itself instead
of an intrinsic sample property becomes non-negligible within the CoFe thin
films investigated. Hence, the comparison of damping values of "thick" thin films
determined with different measurement techniques thus requires the consideration
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Fig. 3.4. – Linewidth of the sample with thickness t = 26 nm measured by FMR in
OOP geometry. The blue diamonds depict the total measured linewidth, whereas the
yellow, purble, black and green circles indicate the resulting linewidth after progressively
subtracting Eddy current, radiative, inhomogeneous linewidth broadening and spin
pumping contributions. An upper boundary of the intrinsic damping constant α0 ≤
4× 10−4 is found.

of αrad. Especially propagating spin waves relevant for the field of magnonics do
not suffer from this contribution. For spin wave experiments the low damping
properties achieved in the CoFe heterostructures are expected to increase magnon
lifetimes. As a direct consequence, spin wave propagation lengths should be
significantly increased compared to other metallic ferromagnets.

3.3 Spin-Wave Propagation in Low Damping CoFe
The low magnetic damping determined in blanket thin film ferromagnetic

layers encourages further work that takes advantage of the high relaxation times
of magnetic excitations. Spin wave propagation in a magnetic waveguide is
a key for many magnonic applications [9, 10] yet limited due to finite decay
lengths. Due to its record low damping of the insulating ferrimagnet YIG (αG ∼
10−5) spin wave propagation distances of several mm are reported in "bulk" YIG
crystals with thicknesses in the µm regime or above [141, 142]. However, when
going to patterned thin films with layers of ∼ 20 nm thickness, the characteristic
propagation length scale drastically reduces to roughly 25µm [75, 83, 89]. The
insulating properties of YIG and the requirement of crystalline growth challenge
its application for large scale technological applications. Metallic heterostructures
on the other hand, enable compatibility with CMOS technology by their electrical
conductivity. Furthermore, the possibility of polycrystalline structure without
necessary annealing and easy fabrication steps via sputter deposition and already
established lithographic patterning techniques render such type of multilayers
even more attractive. With respect to CoFe, the low damping properties not only
are expected to increase magnon lifetimes, but the high saturation magnetization
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leads to dipolar spin wave velocities in the range of several km/s. Such speeds are
much higher compared to values determined for YIG at different thicknesses and
applied external magnetic fields [83, 143, 144]. The in this section presented results
elaborate, that the same propagation length scales as in 20 nm YIG thin films can
be achieved in the metallic thin film systems.

For this purpose two Pt(3)/Cu(3)/CoFe(26)/Cu(3)/Ta(3) thin films were sput-
ter deposited (details about fabrication provided in Appendix A). One sample
is unstructured for the characterization of material parameters by FMR, and the
second sample is patterned with e-beam lithography. A 5µm wide waveguide
is structured for phase resolved microfocused Brillouin Light Scattering (µBLS)
measurements [69]. Due to the higher spin wave velocity in the Damon-Eshbach
geometry the external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the narrow strip
(see sketch in Fig. 3.6 a)). The µBLS data were recorded by Tobias Hula at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf.

Fig. 3.5. – a) Ferromagnetic resonance fields for a broad frequency range in in-plane
geometry of a unstructured Pt(3)/Cu(3)/CoFe(26)/Cu(3)/Ta(3) multilayer. With a fit to
the in-plane Kittel equation (2.21) the effective magnetization µ0Meff and the Landé-factor
g can be extracted. b) The resonance linewidth is used to determine the Gilbert damping,
where only the lower frequency part relevant for the optical measurements is considered.
The slight slope change for larger frequencies indicates the presence of non-Gilbert like
contributions like magnon-magnon scattering.

The uniform excitation measured on the blanket film is evaluated in Fig. 3.5.
The obtained magnetic parameters effective magnetization µ0Meff, Landé-factor
g and the Gilbert-like damping αG − αrad are extracted from the resonance fields
and linewidths shown in Fig. 3.5 a) and b), respectively. The increased damping
compared to the sample series dicussed in Fig. 3.3 can be attributed to the different
measurement geometry. In in-plane configuration additional magnon-magnon
scattering is enabled, which otherwise is suppressed in thin films measured in OOP
geometry [115, 116]. Together with the saturation magnetization µ0MS determined
in Fig. 3.3 a) these parameters are used to model the spin wave dispersion as
measured in Fig. 3.6 b) with a simplified version of Kalinikos and Slavin’s model
for the studied modes with kx ⊥M:
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fres =
µ0γ

2π

√
H0 + Hd + Hk + Ms

1− exp(−kt)
kt

×

√
H0 + Hd + Ms

(
1− 1− exp(−kt)

kt

)
. (3.6)

Here, The effective interface anisotropy field µ0Hk = µ0Meff − µ0MS = −60 mT
and the demagnetization field µ0Hd = −18 mT is determined to match Eq. 3.6
to the obtained spin wave dispersion in Fig. 3.6 b). The value shows to be in
good agreement with the simplified estimation of an ellipsoid of the CoFe stripe
dimensions, where µ0Hd ≈ −12 mT [145]. The in-plane wave vector k =

√
k2

x + k2
y,

where the transversal component ky = 0.31µm−1 due to geometrical confinement
is determined as a fitting parameter following the example in Ref. [146].

Fig. 3.6. – a) Sketch of the patterned CoFe waveguide with a CPW antenna on top. The
field is applied perpendicular to the strip resulting in the Damon-Eshbash geometry for
spin waves. b) The dispersion is fitted by the simplified model from Kalinikos and Slavin
for the respective geometry (Eq. (3.6), where the determined parameters in Fig. 3.5 and MS
from Fig. 3.3 are used as input parameters. c) depicts the exponential intensity decay with
distance from the antenna, where the signal across the y-direction is averaged to avoid
mode-beating effects [147–149]. From a fit to Eq. (3.7) to the data with various frequencies
the propagation length is extracted and shown in d). The red line indicates the modeled
λprop = vgτ by using the extracted magnetic material constants.

For the determination of the spin wave propagation length the µBLS intensity
is recorded with a 2D scan over the CoFe strip. In order to suppress mode-beating
effects, the intensity in y-direction is averaged over the entire width [147–149].
As a result. the x-direction dependence, shows the traveling spin wave with
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decaying intensity. This distance dependence of the recorded µBLS intensity is
shown in Fig. 3.6 c) with a fixed frequency f = 9.5 GHz where x = 0 indicates the
antenna position. A clear exponential decay is visible by which the characteristic
propagation length scale can be obtained from a fit to [150]

I = I0 exp(−2x/λprop). (3.7)

Analogous quantifications are performed for various frequencies and the extracted
λprop are depicted in Fig. 3.6 d). The observed frequency dependence is modeled
by calculating the group velocity vg = 2π∂ fres/∂k and the lifetime of the spin wave
τ = 1/∆ω. The resonance linewidth is obtained by [19]

∆ω = αµ0γ(Meff/2 + H0 + Hd), (3.8)

where α = αG − αrad is the damping of the structured magnetic sample. The
above quantified material parameters enable an almost perfect reproduction of the
experimentally determined propagation length λprop = vgτ. A twofold conclusion
can be drawn from the result. On the one hand, the well agreeing comparison of
experiment and theory shows that the patterning of CoFe thin films is possible
without altering the magnetic properties or damping constants proving easy
fabrication of all-metallic magnonic devices. On the other hand, the consistency
allows to predict the influence of further optimization steps.

From the dispersion relation shown in Eq. (3.6) a thickness dependence of
fres and thus, vg becomes evident. Larger thicknesses are expected to result in
higher group velocities and subsequently higher propagation lengths as depicted
in Fig. 3.7 a) and b), respectively. The presented sample (t = 26 nm) exhibits a
maximum λprop = (21± 1)µm and a calculated peak group velocity of almost
17 km/s. A rough estimation for various thicknesses shows that these values are
expected to be further optimizable for CoFe thin film layers.

In summary, different damping contributions of CoFe heterostructures could
be separated confirming the record low intrinsic damping value for metallic
ferromagnetic thin films [93]. While eddy currents are found to be negligible
for a broad thickness range, spin pumping shows to be the dominant damping
mechanism for the presented multilayers. For "thick" samples, radiative damping
which is owned by the FMR measurement technique becomes non-negligible. The
increased relaxation times compared to other ferromagnetic systems [90–92] results
in high spin wave propagation lengths comparable to those obtained in patterned
YIG thin films. However, the group velocities extracted from the dispersion show
an enhancement of at least an order of magnitude [75,83]. The beneficial features of
the optimized CoFe thin films, i.e. low damping and high saturation magnetization,
provide the basis of further collaborations.
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Fig. 3.7. – Thickness dependence of the spin-wave propagation length λprop and group
velocity vg determined from the given dispersion in Eq. (3.6) using the extracted material
parameters for the system. The black line with t = 26 nm represents the case of the
investigated multilayer structure.

3.4 Magnonic applications based on low-damping
CoFe

The optimized sputter deposited heterostructures based on the low damping
CoFe alloy motivated collaborations that benefit from its material properties. On
the one hand, non-linear effects are investigated in CoFe waveguides which are
feasible in the metallic multilayer due to the low damping property and in part
published [151] or under review [73]. On the other hand, CoFe nanowires patterned
onto a YIG thin film are shown to excite sub 50 nm spin waves in an antiparallel
magnetization alignment allowing to downscale possible magnonic logic devices.
While further projects exploiting CoFe thin films are intended, the most important
results achieved in collaborations are discussed in short in the following.
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3.4.1 Nonlinear Losses due to Four-Magnon Scattering
For the analysis of the magnetic damping contributions and the spin wave

propagation lengths in CoFe thin films driving powers in the linear regime were
employed. The excitation amplitude and thus spin wave intensities can be tuned
by the driving powers used. While the characteristic propagation length scale
maintains constant in the linear regime higher driving powers lead to four-magnon
scattering that provides additional loss channels. The characteristic propagation
lengths significantly shrink when entering the non-linear regime which was shown
in a collaboration by Tobias Hula et al. [151]. In Fig.3.8 the measured µBLS spectra
along a CoFe waveguide is shown for three different antenna driving powers. In
the linear regime, the magnon population is restricted to the excitation frequency
allowing for efficient transport properties. By increasing the driving power, four-
magnon scattering parametrically excites and populates final states with higher
and lower energies. Magnons from the main channel are thus lost to neighboring
states and thus the total intensity of the initially excited state is reduced.

Fig. 3.8. – µBLS intensity spectra along the CoFe waveguide with increasing driving
powers at a constant excitation frequency of 9.5 GHz a) to c). The grey dashed lines
indicate the continuum of parametrically excited magnon states due to four-magnon
scattering. The data was recorded by Tobias Hula and is published in Ref. [151].

3.4.2 Spin-Wave Frequency Comb
As the nonlinear four-magnon scattering represents a loss to the excited spin

wave mode it is often considered parasitic or undesirable [152–154]. However,
within the collaboration based on the optimized CoFe multilayers [73], we take
active control of the scattering process in order to induce tunable spin wave
frequency combs [73]. Optical frequency combs are important to metrology
and significantly enhance precision of frequency measurements [155–157]. Four-
magnon scattering can induce similar phenomena in solid state magnetism. The
scattering process of two magnons with identical frequency f i in an intial state i
into two final frequencies f f

1 , f f
2, where f f

1,2 = f i ± δ f can be manipulated with
help of a second antenna. The transition probability depends on the population
of the initial and final state, such that a second seed frequency f s can populate a
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desired final state and increases scattering rates to the corresponding spin wave
channels [73,158]. The tunability is shown in Fig. 3.9, where one antenna excites at
a fixed frequency f i and a second antenna induces a varying seed frequency f s. It
becomes evident that the frequency difference δ f =

∣∣ f i − f s
∣∣ dictates the frequency

splitting of the entire frequency comb, where the magnitude also determines the
efficiency/amount of further generated frequencies.

Fig. 3.9. – a) µBLS spectra for fixed frequency f i at one antenna and a varying seed
frequency f s induced by the second antenna with identical excitation powers of 10 dBm. b)
Examples of BLS spectra for two different fixed frequencies f s. The grey dashed line shows
the continuum of excited states due to four-magnon scattering. The data was recorded by
Tobias Hula [73].

3.4.3 Short Wavelength Spin-Wave Excitation
Apart from nonlinear spin wave effects in CoFe waveguides based on dipolar

spin waves, magnetic hybrid systems can be exploited to excite exchange spin
waves. Such exchange magnons are highly favorable for the miniaturization
of magnon-based logic [63] and high-speed processing [60]. However, using
normal conducting antennas for the devices proof to be very inefficient in exciting
and detecting such exchange spin waves [159]. Hence, other methods have to
be employed. The implementation of small ferromagnetic stripes structured on
another blanket magnetic material (e.g. YIG) has been shown to be able to approach
the ultra-strong magnon-magnon coupling regime and by the same means excite
low wavelength spin waves [64]. Such stripe architecture was also shown to act as
a magnonic transducers to create unidirectional exchange spin waves [65].

In a collaboration with Haiming Yu’s group, Hanchen Wang et al. makes use
of nanopatterned CoFe strips (100µm× 70 nm× 30 nm) deposited on blanket thin
film YIG. Magnetic excitations in the CoFe wires induced by an antenna generate
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high frequency stray fields and can impose spin torques in the adjacent YIG
film [65, 132]. Using such a device architecture low wavelength spin waves with
λ ≤ 50 nm are excited in the YIG film and measured by spin-wave spectroscopy
with stripline antennas. First results of the collaboration are currently under
review and shown in Fig. 3.10 a). Here, the measured spectrum of the hybrid
heterostructure is depicted. The external magnetic field is applied parallel to the
CoFe stripes resulting in a Damon-Eshbach geometry from the spin waves in YIG.
When sweeping from large negative fields to positive fields a significant qualitative
change is observed at the sign change. While the YIG film has negligible in-plane
anisotropy its magnetization follows the external magnetic field, whereas the shape
anisotropy of CoFe pins its magnetization in its original orientation for fields up to
almost 100 mT. In this antiparallel alignment of CoFe and YIG the magnetization
precession in the wires efficiently excite exchange spin waves within the YIG film.
By calculating the spin wave dispersion in YIG in Fig. 3.10 b) the spin wave mode
with the highest excited frequency quantifies the lowest wavelength excited in the
hybrid system.

Fig. 3.10. – a) Travelling spin wave spectroscopy image of the CoFe-Yig hybrid system. For
a parallel alignment of the magnetizations (negative fields) no exchange spin waves are
excited. In the antiparallel case the situation changes significantly and various excitation
modes are clearly visible. b) The extraction of the spin wave mode with the highest
frequency shown in the inset (zoom-in frame from a)) allows to quantify its wavelength
of 45 nm by using calculating the spin wave dispersion of YIG. The experiment and the
calculation was performed by Hanchen Wang et al.
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4Magnetostatics and Domain
Formation

In the previous chapter we focused on the microwave response of fully saturated
ferromagnetic thin films. We employed a macrospin model to describe the entire
ensemble of magnetic moments and determined the dynamic magnetic material
parameters of CoFe thin films by BBFMR. While the presented work so far lies in
the realm of magnonics in low damping CoFe, we show that optimized CoFe-based
heterostructures exhibit intriguing static magnetic properties below saturation
as well. By choosing proper multilayer systems including CoFe we show that
skyrmions with previously unexpected field responses can be created. In this
chapter we introduce the most important concepts and contributions for domain
and skyrmion formation that are present within the investigated samples. Similar
to Chapter 2, the fundamental concepts are already well established such that the
following sections represent a short overview taken from literature [24, 25, 160].

4.1 Domain Formation
It is well known from everyday life that ferromagnets appear non-magnetic.

For example, iron spoons or forks often show no or only negligible magnetic
forces. Nevertheless, the exchange interaction is expected to align the moments
in ferromagnets for temperatures below the Curie temperature and thus should
result in a finite total magnetization of ferromagnetic objects. The reason for the
apparently missing magnetism lies within the formation of magnetic domains.
These domains are small regions within the ferromagnet where the magnetic
moments align parallel to each other, but where the directions vary from domain
to domain. From an outside perspective, the magnetizations of the different
domains can cancel each other leading to vanishing stray fields. As mentioned in
chapter 2, the formation of stray fields is accompanied with an energy increase,
which is intrinsically the reason for domain formation. A simple visualization of
the process is shown in Fig. 4.1 a) - d) where stray fields can be strongly reduced
or even avoided due to a proper domain formation. However, the formation of
domain walls, i.e., the transition region between two distinct domains, comes
at an additional energy cost which complicates the process. On the one hand,
exchange energy has to be paid due to the inherent reorientation of spins in the
domain wall. On the other hand, also the misalignment with respect to the easy
axis in presence of anisotropy increases the total energy. In the most simple case,
these two energies, exchange and anisotropy energy, define the spatial extension
of the domain wall. While higher exchange stiffness leads to larger domain wall
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widths, higher anisotropy energy densities result in narrower walls. Nonetheless,
additional contributions like the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) which
is explained further below might also influence the size and geometry of the
domains and domain walls. In general, two distinct types of domain walls can
be classified. When the reorientation between two domains happens in the plane
parallel to the domain wall (i.e. a helical rotation) the wall is termed as a "Bloch-
wall" (see Fig. 4.1 e)). In the second case, when the reorientation happens in a
plane perpendicular to the domain wall (i.e. a cycloidal rotation) it is referred to
as "Néel-wall" (see Fig. 4.1 f)).

Fig. 4.1. – a) - d) The large stray field induced by a net magnetization and its resulting
energy penalty can be reduced by the formation of smaller magnetic domains. However,
domain wall energy resulting from the exchange energy has to be paid. In presence
of anisotropies the domain size and shape can be redefined. If the anisotropic energy
density is very large, domains with unaligned directions can become extinct leading to a
remanent configuration as depicted in c) instead of d). The domain walls itself are regions
of transition between two distinct domains which depending on its geometry are classified
as Bloch-walls (e) and Néel-walls (f).

4.1.1 Uniaxial Anisotropy in Thin Films
The domain formation as depicted in Fig. 4.1 d), is, however, only favorable

for very soft magnetic materials, where uniaxial anisotropic contributions are
negligible. In the presence of an energetically favored direction, domains that do
not align accordingly suffer from an additional energy cost and shrink in size. In
case of strong anisotropies domains with magnetization not parallel to the easy
axis can even disappear. The multilayer thin films studied in this thesis, comprise
two major contributions to magnetic anisotropy, namely demagnetization and
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Fig. 4.2. – a) Individual bubbles in a homogeneous magnetization background of a thin
film and b) a dense arrangement of bubble-shaped domains.

interface anisotropy. In our case, both of them oppose each other such that they
are resumed in the effective anisotropy energy density constant Keff (see Eq. (2.9))
similar to literature [161–165]. Especially in bubble forming systems made of thin
films3 usually a strong out of plane anisotropy is used. This way, the hard axis that
is usually present in thin films due to demagnetization is turned into an easy axis
by the uniaxial anisotropy when Ku > µ0M2

S/2. In literature, systems with Keff > 0
are often referred to as perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) systems. Such a
configuration induces a large amount of magnetic surface charges. However, the
large amount of stray field can be maintained to a reduced level by the formation
of "holes" in the homogeneously aligned magnetization. These antiparallel aligned
domains in the uniform magnetic background enable flux closure and can thus
become a metastable state of the system. Depending on the material properties
and the external magnetic field the resulting domains can appear as individual
magnetic bubbles (see Fig. 4.2 a)) or arrange in a dense lattice (see Fig. 4.2 b)). We
will see that in more involved material systems periodic domain arrangements can
even become the magnetic ground state. One of the most important ingredients
for this phenomenon is the DMI.

4.1.2 Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
The DMI is an antisymmetric superexchange interaction between two magnetic

spins that results in the canting of neighboring spins. Its contribution lowers the
total energy for a perpendicular alignment as can be seen directly when considering
the Hamiltonian:

HDMI = D12 · (S1 ×S2) . (4.1)

Here,D12 is the DMI vector and S1,2 represent the interacting spins. The interaction
is mediated via a third atom with high spin-orbit coupling as shown in Fig. 4.3 a).
In a ferromagnetic system, where the exchange interaction plays a crucial role, the

3 Starting in the early 60s isolated bubble domains were investigated [166] and obtained increasing
interest due to their potential application in information storage technologies [160, 167, 168].
Even though isolated bubble devices reached the point of useful commercialization they did
not penetrate fully into computational technology. After a rest in research interest as bubble
memory did not prevail, recent findings [161, 169–171] initiated new hopes for technological
relevance of small circular shaped domains.
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competition of direct exchange and DMI results in a spin canting whose canting
angle depends on the ratio of the two interactions. Dzyaloshinsky4 [172] and
Moriya [173] were the first ones to explain the weak ferromagnetism that was
observed in antiferromagnets due to a slight canting of the magnetic moments. The
previous assumption of ferromagnetic impurities inside the antiferromagnets was
thus lifted by the "antisymmetric part of the anisotropic superexchange". As the
description indicates, it strongly depends on geometry or in other words symmetry.
The spin-orbit coupling induced interaction only appears when inversion sym-
metry is broken like, e.g., in α-Fe2O3, or MnCO3 [172]. Apart from its relevance
in antiferromagnetic crystals the DMI was found to play a crucial role for the
formation of magnetic skyrmions [169, 171, 174]. The overall direction of the DMI
vector D depends on the symmetry of the system of interest. While magnetic
skyrmions were first found in the non-centrosymmetric crystal MnSi [169] we will
focus on thin film multilayer systems that make use of the symmetry breaking
at the interface [170]. Figure 4.3 a) serves to depict an exemplary heavy metal -
magnetic bilayer system with DMI interaction. The high spin-orbit coupling atoms
in the heavy metal mediate the DMI between two neighboring magnetic atoms in
the ferromagnet, thus inducing the spin canting. The direction of the DMI vector at
such a thin-film system points perpendicular to the plane of the spanning triangle
of the three involved atoms. It can be quickly calculated by

D12 = D12 · (n× e1,2), (4.2)

where the magnitude and sign of D12 are determined by the involved atoms,
n is the interface vector pointing from the ferromagnet towards the adjacent
material and e12 is the normalized connecting vector of the two involved spins.
Fig. 4.3 b) depicts the effect of the sign of the DMI which defines the chirality.
The magnitude influences the spiral periodicity. However, an exact prediction of
the DMI strength requires involved density functional theory and is not always
very accurate [162, 175–177]. Nonetheless, due to its torque canting the spins the
DMI is a crucial ingredient for the formation of magnetic skyrmions. The 2D
magnetization profile of Néel skyrmions is obtained when rotating the presented
1D spin spiral in the plane leading to a ring of up (down) pointing spins with a
center pointing down (up). F

4 Dzyaloshinsky is now commonly cited and referred to as Dzyaloshinskii even though in his
contribution relevant to the field he authored as Dzyaloshinsky.
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Fig. 4.3. – a) DMI - antisymmetric superexchange b) chirality

4.1.3 Spin Spirals and Skyrmions
Before we go into more details about skyrmions, we will shortly treat the case

of large DMI and weak anisotropic energy densities without external magnetic
field. Such a scenario is expected to result in a continuous spin rotation where
domains and domain walls are hardly separable [178–180]. The magnetic ground
state would thus be a spin spiral state with spin spirals as indicated in Fig. 4.3 c).
Inhomogeneities in the sample create some sort of randomness such that instead
of ordered stripes a labyrinthine arrangement is observed [180–182]. In case of
a strong uniaxial anisotropy and lower DMI strength, the continuous rotation
is suppressed such that spins not aligning with the easy axis become penalized
energetically. The domains would thus form larger up and down regions with
constricted areas of rotation constituting the domain walls [182, 183]. Both of these
two scenarios allow the formation of bubble-like domains which we will now
discuss in more detail.

Fig. 4.4. – a) Exemplary depiction of a labyrinthine state, where black and white regions
represent positive and negative magnetization component out of the plane. b) By tuning
parameters like e.g. external magnetic field or uniaxial anisotropy, that lead to a favored
magnetization direction the stripes representing the unfavored domains shrink and turn
into smaller bubbles. c) Towards the transition of a uniform magnetization only individual
solitons exist before they become extinct completely. The images a) - c) depict 2µm× 2µm
wide frames. Here, for pedagogical purposes of the images only, the magnetic contrast of
CoFe multilayers measured by magnetic force microscopy is abstracted by discretization
to up and down states.
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Whenever we start from a stripe state with up and downwards directed
magnetic moments of neighboring regions (see Fig. 4.4 a)) the transition towards a
uniform magnetization can happen via the formation of circular shaped domains.
Without loss of generality we can tune a property, e.g. the external magnetic field,
such that either one of the two directions is favored. By increasing its strength the
favored regions increase while the unfavored shrink in size. Before its annihilation
the minority stripes reduce or become chopped to small circles which are often
referred to as bubbles and in special cases are called skyrmions (see Fig. 4.4 b) - c)).

While magnetic bubbles represent all sorts of magnetic domains that are
somewhat shaped like a bubble, magnetic skyrmions are bubbles that fulfill
an additional property. Mathematically, skyrmions are defined as topologically
protected field configurations, which in our case means they exhibit a topological
charge due to the winding of spins along the spin chain (see Fig. 4.3 b)). Hence,
skyrmions represent the category of bubbles that include topological protection.
For such textures it is thus not possible to "unwind" the spins by smooth or
continuous rotation. Physically, there is an energy barrier that has to be overcome
as by, e.g., rotating all spins continuously upwards at least one pair of spins will
suffer from an increased exchange energy penalty which leads to the protection. If
the chirality within a spin chain is not fixed (rotating in one direction in the first
half of the chain and rotating in the other direction for the second half) all spins
can be rotated smoothly without having to pass any energy barrier or to break
any topological protection5. We will from now on concentrate on the topologically
protected version of bubbles only.

When comparing literature [13, 164, 169, 178, 179, 185–191], it becomes evi-
dent that the term magnetic "skyrmion" alone is not sufficient to describe the
investigated magnetic soliton. While the common denominator is the spherical
topology and unit topological charge, different properties like size, domain-wall
type, magnetization profile, winding numbers and stabilizing energies can vary
significantly with and within the specific systems of interest. A short overview is
presented to distinguish the most important skyrmion types.

5 It may be noteworthy to mention that even without DMI in a system topologically protected
bubbles can be created. While no fixed chirality is dictated due to the absence of DMI, a single
bubble can have a uniform rotation direction (and thus can be termed as a skyrmion due to the
topological protection) whereas a neighboring bubble might have the opposite chirality [184]
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4.1.3.1 Bloch- and Néel-Skyrmions

The most relevant and best known differentiation refers to the domain-wall
type. Bloch- and Néel-type skyrmions exhibit either a Bloch- or Néel-wall between
the uniform background and the antiparallel aligned center of skyrmions. Ge-
ometry and symmetry are the important ingredients that define which type is
preferred. In the absence of DMI, dipolar effects, and thus geometry, determine
the wall character. While Bloch-like walls are preferably established in the bulk of
the system, a more Néel-like character is established close to the surface [184, 192].
Note, that domain walls do not have to be purely Bloch or Néel type but can as
well comprise both components [193].

Similar to the DMI-less systems, bulk and interface character matter for
materials exhibiting a non-zero DMI. The first discovered magnetic skyrmions
were found in bulk crystals [169, 194, 195] which exhibit an inversion symmetry
breaking within their cubic crystal structure. The spin-orbit coupling together with
the non-centrosymmetric cubic systems gives rise to the Dresselhaus effect [196] 6

and thus DMI resulting from Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling [179]. The observed
skyrmions exhibit Bloch walls and the DMI is often referred to as bulk-DMI.

On the other hand, when spin orbit coupling and inversion symmetry are
present in uniaxial symmetry systems the Bychkov-Rashba effect [197, 198] (often
simply refered to as Rashba effect) 7 comes into play. The most prominent example
are bi- or multilayer systems where the symmetry is broken at the interface(s).
DMI arising from Rashba spin-orbit coupling [179] is thus often referred to as
interface-DMI (iDMI) and induces the formation of Néel-skyrmions.

4.1.3.2 Dipolar- and DMI-stabilized Skyrmions

For the distinction of Bloch and Néel skyrmions we already separated DMI-less
and DMI-comprising systems. The underlying reason is that two different mecha-
nisms can stabilize the magnetic solitons with unit topological charge. Skyrmions
can either be stabilized by dipolar energies (long range demagnetization) or by
DMI [185, 191]. Even though the energies at play that give rise to the energy
minimum are very distinct, the shape and topological charge are identical.

In literature a distinction is - sometimes - made by referring to skyrmion bub-
bles as dipolar stabilized solitons, whereas the term skyrmion solely is maintained
for DMI stabilized magnetic skyrmions. However, until now, terminology in the
field is not very uniform which thus requires caution when comparing "skyrmions"
with "skyrmions".

6 The Dresselhaus effect consists in lifting the degeneracy of energy bands with respect to their
spin. The band splitting can be described with help of an effective magnetic field whose
symmetry favors Bloch-walls.

7 Similar to the Dresselhaus effect, the Rashba effect lifts the degeneracy of energy bands with
respect their spin. The symmetry of the emerging effective magnetic field favors Néel walls.
The Bachkov-Rashba effect should not be confused with the Rashba-Edelstein effect which
converts a charge current into a spin accumulation.
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While DMI-less materials fully rely on dipolar effects, the presence of DMI
does not exclude the formation of dipolar-stabilized skyrmions in the system. It is
even expected to be able to reach a bi-stable phase, where both types of skyrmion
can coexist [191, 199]. Nonetheless, DMI stabilized skyrmions are always much
smaller (only few nm) [170, 191] than dipolar stabilized skyrmions. A general
misconception that we want to rule out is that it was long thought that dipolar fields
cannot stabilize solitons below 100 nm such that the size was used to distinguish
between skyrmion bubbles and "real" DMI-skyrmions [161, 199, 200]. It was shown
recently, that dipolar fields can indeed induce compact bubbles at least down to
roughly 20 nm [191], such that future distinction of the stabilization mechanism
has to be performed more carefully. According to Ref. [191] all until now observed
room-temperature skyrmions in multilayer thin film systems should be categorized
as dipolar-skyrmions rather than DMI-skyrmions due to their findings. Also, it
was first thought that the core of skyrmion bubbles is an extended region whereas
only DMI-skyrmions are compact, i.e. the radial profile shows a continuous
rotation throughout the skyrmion without any uniform magnetization in the
core [199]. These inconsistencies in literature show the novelty of the emerging
field of skyrmionics where many open questions remain. As a summary, it can be
stated that even in DMI systems also long range demagnetization plays a crucial
role in defining the available energy minima for skyrmion (bubble) formation and
the corresponding radii [185, 191]. Unfortunately, the non-analytical nature of
these dipolar effects makes accurate estimations of skyrmion sizes and profiles a bit
more cumbersome especially when external magnetic fields are involved [191, 201].

Despite the complications of differentiation of which energies stabilize the
skyrmion it is easy to distinguish between the metastability of magnetic solitons
and an actual ground state of the magnetic system. We already discussed how
skyrmions or bubbles can be created coming from a stripe domain structure by
increasing external magnetic fields. It is thus evident, that in the most general case
the field history is relevant, which indicates the metastability of the obtained state.
However, metastable bubbles do not form when initiating at a homogeneously
magnetized state and going to remanence. A spontaneous creation of magnetic
solitons out of a uniform background thus reveals a true energy minimum of, e.g.,
a dense arrangement of skyrmions as a magnetic ground state.
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4.2 Magnetic Force Microscopy
In order to analyze the magnetic state and the domains we employed magnetic

force microscopy (MFM) [202–205] in order to image the magnetization at the
surface of the thin films. The working principle is that of atomic force microscopy
(AFM) were a small tip is scanned closely above the surface. Instead of atomic
forces as in AFM, MFM makes use of magnetized tips and is thus sensitive to
the stray field gradients in the vicinity of the surface. A simplified sketch is
shown in Fig. 4.5. By moving the tip at a constant speed either an attracting or
repulsive force acts upon the tip depending on the field gradient. Thus, magnetic
contrast can be achieved between different domains by measuring the force on
the cantilever via optical means. With help of a laser and a frequency modulation
of the tip the required sensitivity can be achieved. The cantilever with the tip
is excited mechanically close to resonance frequency and the laser is focused on
its top surface, such that the reflected light received at a detector oscillates. The
frequency, amplitude and phase of the laser modulation can be recorded and
mapped to translate the magnetic contrast. In presence of an attracting force, the
resonance curve shifts to lower frequencies together with a decrease in phase shift,
whereas repulsive forces act contrarily. While this method allows to reduce noise
and obtain a high resolution, the tip-sample distance has to be adjusted properly.
Too large distances compromise resolution, whereas too small distances convolute
the topography onto the MFM signal. A simple method to reduce topographical
artifacts is the so called dual pass mode. A first scan is used to map the actual
topography and a second scan is used to maintain a constant tip-sample distance
according to the contour of the previous topography scan.

The visualization of magnetic domains and skyrmions in this thesis was
performed by magnetic force microscopy (MFM) at the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering at the Technical University of Munich. MFM images
were obtained by Valentin Ahrens, Simon Mendisch and myself with a Bruker
Dimension Icon AFM. A special desk/case is used to isolate the AFM mechanically
and reduce undesired interference with outside mechanical perturbations (see
Fig. 4.6 a)). In Fig. 4.6 b) the AFM inside the shielding box is shown. A movable
platform allows to control the translation of the sample in a wide range. In order
to control the magnetic state and as such the domains in the samples investigated
we applied external magnetic fields via a permanent magnet (see Fig. 4.7 a)). A
reference spot marked on the magnet allowed for precise de- and installing and
fixing of the magnet into the setup with help of the MFM laser spot. Fig. 4.7 b)
shows the setup, where the sample can be placed precisely above the permanent
magnet. By tuning the height of the linear stage manually, the magnetic field is
controlled. A calibration of the stage height and the corresponding magnetic field
at the sample surface is shown in Appendix B.
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Fig. 4.5. – Sketch of the MFM scanning technique. The cantilever is oscillating up and
down (not shown) while being scanned over the sample surface. A magnetic contrast is
achieved by detecting the phase change and/or the frequency shift due to the modulation
by attracting and repulsive forces [205].

Fig. 4.6. – a) Isolation box to shield mechanical perturbations during the measurements. b)
Bruker Dimension Icon AFM with translation plate and sample holder directed to the left.
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Fig. 4.7. – a) Permanent magnet fixed on a linear stage. The height is controlled manually
to change the magnet-sample distance to set the desired magnetic fields. A small mark at
the center of the magnet is used for precise (re-) installation with help of the MFM laser
spot. b) Side view of the setup. The sample can be placed directly above the magnet stage.
The calibration of the magnetic field at the sample surface is presented in Fig. B.1.

4.3 Magnetometry
Apart from spatial dependent measurements to analyze the magnetic texture

within our thin films, two integral methods were employed to study the magneti-
zation response vs. external applied field. On the one hand a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) [206, 207] magnetometer was used to mea-
sure the net magnetization of the sample along the applied field direction. The
basic working principle of the SQUID magnetometer is based on two parallel
Josephson junctions in a superconducting ring (SQUID loop). A DC current is
applied which creates a voltage that depends not only on the applied current but
as well on the magnetic flux through the ring. By moving the sample through a
second order gradiometer that is coupled to the SQUID loop the magnetic moment
is detected. With the SQUID magnetometer, the saturation moment and hysteresis
is quantified.

Another method applied for the qualitative comparison of hysteresis loops
makes use of the anomalous Hall effect [208–210]. The Hall-voltage in a ferromag-
netic thin film strongly depends on the magnetization direction. By scanning the
external magnetic field applied in OOP direction, the magnetization follows the
magnetic hysteresis behavior and so does the Hall-voltage.
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5Skyrmion Multilayers

Since their discovery in MnSi [169] magnetic skyrmions have been experimentally
realized in various different materials and systems. Shortly after the first reports
on the skyrmion phase in the metallic B20 crystal MnSi [169, 211], skyrmion
formation was proven not to be restricted to metals but was confirmed in the
doped semiconductor Fe1−xCoxSi [194]. The observation of skyrmions in the
multiferroic insulator Cu2OSeO3 [195] further complemented these findings in bulk
systems. Many further bulk crystals with different symmetries like, e.g. FeGe [212],
GaV3S8 [213] and Co-Zn-Mn alloys [214, 215] enrich the possibilities to stabilize
skyrmion within crystals structures. The common ground for all these materials is
a non-centrosymmetric crystal structure which breaks inversion symmetry. The
symmetry breaking leads to an additional asymmetric exchange interaction due to
spin-orbit coupling known as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [172, 173].

After the theoretical prediction of skyrmions forming a spontaneous ground
state [171] and its experimental proof in MnSi [169] it did not take long to make
use of the intrinsic symmetry breaking at surfaces in thin film systems in order
to stabilize the magnetic solitons [170]. Due to the strong spin-orbit coupling
at the interface of Fe monolayers on Ir(111) a nano-scale skyrmion lattice at low
temperatures was observed [170]. As a further step compared to such a monolayer
system it was shown that by choosing two different materials with opposing DMI
signs on each side of a ferromagnet the total DMI strength can be increased [161].
As not only the DMI signs but also the signs of the interface vectors counter
each other, the DMI interaction on both interfaces of the ferromagnet adds up.
Compared to crystals, these multilayers thus profit from a high tunability of
material parameters by the choice of materials and thicknesses [162]. Additionally,
such multilayers often host skyrmions over much larger temperature ranges, i.e.
from room temperature down to a few Kelvin [216, 217].

In this chapter, the previously studied ferromagnet CoFe will be employed
for skyrmion formation within multilayer structures. Compared to the often used
Co [161, 164, 218] it involves a reduced interface anisotropy and benefits from the
low damping properties elaborated in Chapter 3.
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5.1 Fabrication
In order to stabilize skyrmions in ferromagnetic multilayer systems, many

possible adjacent materials, like e.g Pt, Ir, Ta, MgO, and Ru have been reported [161,
162, 164, 181]. Strong DMI values of |D| ≈ (1.4− 2.1)mJ/m2 in sputter deposited
(Ir/Co/Pt)10 [161] and (Ir/Fe/Co/Pt)20 [162] multilayers were quantified. Due
to the similar nature of the ferromagnetic layer of the latter system with CoFe,

cap
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CoFe
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N

Fig. 5.1. – Simpli-
fied sketch of the
multilayers investi-
gated where the tri-
layers are repeated
N times.

the magnetic heterostructures in this thesis will make use of Pt
and Ir adjacent to the ferromagnet as sketched in Fig. 5.1. Our
samples are thus fabricated as [Pt(tPt)/CoFe(tCoFe)/Ir(tIr)]N

trilayers which are repeated N times. All the presented sam-
ples consistently include a functional seed layer composed of
Ta/Pt/Cu. The use of Ta/Pt is widespread [162, 182, 218–221],
were Ta acts as an adhesive layer and the Pt induced (111)
texturization helps to increase the strength of interface
anisotropy in multilayer systems [221–224]. As not only mag-
netostatic properties but also the dynamic response of the
multilayers is investigated the damping has to be optimized.
As shown in Fig. 3.1 the Gilbert damping parameter can be
significantly reduced by the insertion of an additional Cu
spacer. The Pt seed layer is thus separated from the repeated
trilayer by Cu in order to minimize damping effects. Due to
the interfacial origin of DMI within these multilayer systems, the trilayers can
not be modified by additional spacer materials but only by the thicknesses of
the involved metals. A cap layer was used to protect the heterostructure from
oxidation and consists of Cu/Ta.

In the following, samples with varying CoFe, Pt, and Ir thicknesses will be
discussed. A table of the exact sputter parameters for each sample including
chamber pressure, deposition rates and times, etc. can be found in Appendix A.

5.2 CoFe Thickness Variation
The ferromagnetic layer thickness plays a crucial role for the interplay of DMI

strength and exchange energy. In the simplest picture, assuming flat layers and
homogeneous magnetization throughout the thickness, the DMI strength at the
interface and the exchange stiffness can be regarded as constant. While the energy
density stemming from the Heisenberg exchange is independent of thickness,
the effective DMI contribution over the entire thickness looses influence with a
reduced interface-to-bulk ratio. Even though this model is sufficient to understand
why the ferromagnetic layer thickness is relevant for the magnetic ground state,
it is strongly oversimplified. Dipolar interactions in multilayer systems can lead
to a non-homogeneous magnetization throughout the layers [192, 193, 220]. As
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an interface effect the DMI strength depends on the surface quality. In other
words, the roughness of the sputter deposited film, intermixing of metals and
the surface coverage play an important role for the asymmetric exchange. In
the discussions in Chapter 5.3.1 b), the non-trivial thickness dependence of the
effective DMI is depicted in Fig. 5.8. Additionally, in the thin film limit, the
saturation magnetization and exchange stiffness is no longer independent of
thickness [225–227, 227] which further complicates a precise control of fabricated
samples.

However, the changes induced by thinner ferromagnetic layers to the magnetic
parameters, i.e. effective magnetization, exchange stiffness and DMI all favor
a labyrinthine domain formation [180]. While the effective magnetization and
exchange stiffness shrink with reduced thickness [225–227, 227], the effective DMI
is expected to increase by the increased interface-to-bulk ratio. The transition
between a labyrinthine or a spin spiral state (see Fig. 5.2 b)) and the homogeneous
ferromagnetic alignment in DMI systems is accompanied by skyrmion forma-
tion [162,180,189,228], such that the spin spiral state at remanence is indicative for
skyrmion formation in presence of external magnetic fields.

The maximum thickness was long thought to be limited by a condition of
effective anisotropy, i.e. Keff = Ku − µ0M2

S/2 > 0. Here, the easy axis interface
anisotropy along the film normal Ku is counteracted by the demagnetization, i.e.
the shape anisotropy. An uniaxial anisotropy was suggested to be a requirement
for DMI systems and the abovementioned condition was obtained omitting higher
order spin orbit coupling terms and dipolar contributions [201, 229]. The PMA
multilayer systems (Keff > 0) are thus intensively studied and show high tunability
of material parameters (e.g. exchange stiffness, saturation magnetization, DMI,
anisotropies, interlayer coupling, ...) [161, 162, 164, 192, 193, 218, 230–232]. However,
recent theoretical calculations predict an increased phase space and field stability
in the Keff < 0 realm [178, 179, 190, 233]. While easy-plane anisotropy has been
successfully employed to show skyrmion formation in different systems like
polar magnets [234], dipolar stabilized Fe/Gd superlattices [184] and bulk- and
interface DMI thin films [217,235], a qualitatively different response of skyrmions in
externally applied fields was first discussed during this thesis [236]. Let it be noted
that the terms easy-plane and PMA stem from a macro-spin model which does not
include domain formation due to, e.g., DMI or magnetostatic energy contributions.
Throughout this work the quantification of the anisotropy is performed in saturated
states only and the terminology (easy-plane ≡ Keff < 0 and PMA ≡ Keff > 0) is
employed consistently as done in related literature [178, 179, 190].

By varying the CoFe thickness t of a [Pt(0.65)/CoFe(t)/Ir(0.7)]6 multilayer
(numbers in nm) with nominal t = (0.9/1.1/1.3)nm, Fig. 5.2 confirms the for-
mation of a labyrinthine remanent magnetic state for both PMA and easy-plane
anisotropy. BBFMR is employed to determine the effective magnetization by a fit
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Fig. 5.2. – a) Ferromagnetic resonance of three CoFe multilayers with different FM layer
thicknesses of nominally 0.9 nm, 1.1 nm and 1.3 nm. From the fits to Eq. 2.23 we obtain
effective magnetizations µ0Meff = -200 mT, 55 mT and 330 mT, respectively. b) MFM images
of the three samples in remanence showing labyrinthine magnetic texture. The domain
periodicities determined from Fourier transform correspond to wavelengths of 104 nm,
94 nm and 89 nm, respectively. The black scale bars indicate 500 nm.

to Eq. (2.23) (see Fig. 5.2 a)). By combining Eq. (2.22), Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9) we
obtain

Keff = −
µ0MSMeff

2
(5.1)

which allows to determine the sign of the effective anisotropy by the sign of the ef-
fective magnetization. An exact quantification however requires the determination
of MS which is not done at this point but in chapter 5.3.1 together with a thorough
analysis on material parameters of samples analyzed more in depth. The MFM
images in Fig. 5.2 b) exhibit a labyrinthine magnetic state indicating the possibility
to stabilize skyrmions with externally applied fields for negative and positive Meff.

5.3 Skyrmion Formation with Easy-Plane
Anisotropy

The prediction of skyrmion formation in multilayers with Keff < 0 include
promising material properties like e.g. an increased field range and field sta-
bility for the magnetic solitons [178, 179, 190, 233]. Hence, the magnetic tex-
ture of an easy-plane anisotropy sample for varying externally applied mag-
netic fields is investigated in Fig. 5.3. The multilayer consists of nominally
[Pt(0.6)/CoFe(1.145)/Ir(0.7)]6 and will be further characterized in chapter 5.3.1.
The presented MFM images originate from a collaboration with the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering from the Technical University of Munich. The
images in Fig. 5.3 were recorded by Valentin Ahrens, whereas the field-calibration
was performed by Simon Mendisch. A manuscript based on the results reported
in this Chapter was submitted to PRL [236].

In Fig. 5.3, at high external magnetic fields (panel a)) no contrast is observed
as the magnetic moments are fully aligned with the external field. When the field
is reduced below the saturation point (panel b) several individual dots start to
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Fig. 5.3. – MFM images recorded with different applied magnetic fields in OOP direction.
At high fields a), the sample is magnetically saturated returning no contrast. When
reducing the applied field isolated skyrmions start to nucleate as seen in b) and c). By a
further field reduction (see d)-f)) a dense unordered arrangement of skyrmions is observed.
The remanence state shown in g) is governed by a labyrinthine state, where individual
skyrmions maintain stabilized. The images were recorded by Valentin Ahrens.

emerge which are identified as skyrmions. The number of skyrmions increases
with shrinking fields (panel c) and d)) until a dense unordered arrangement is
stabilized (panel e) and f)). By removing the applied field a labyrinthine remanent
state is obtained similar to Fig. 5.2 b), and a small number of individual skyrmions
is maintained (panel g)). The observed transition between a fully aligned state
towards a spin spiral or labyrinthine magnetic ground state compares well with
other reports on skyrmion hosting material systems [161, 162, 164, 217, 237, 238].
The field range within which the skyrmions are detected is twice to ten times as
high as in previously investigated systems with Keff > 0 [161, 162, 164, 165]. As the
skyrmion formation with easy-plane anisotropy within these samples is confirmed
in Fig. 5.3 a more in-depth characterization of the multilayer is performed.

5.3.1 Characterization of the sample
In order to qualitatively and quantitatively compare the investigated multilayer

with other reported skyrmion hosting thin films the material parameters relevant
for the magnetic texture have to be determined. By ferromagnetic resonance the
effective magnetization Meff and the Gilbert damping constant αG can be quantified.
With help of SQUID magnetometry the saturation magnetization MS is measured
which allows to calculate the effective anisotropy energy density Keff. The iDMI
strength Dint is measured by Brillouin light scattering on reference samples.
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5.3.1.1 Magnetic Resonance

Analogously to the samples in Fig. 5.2 a), the broadband FMR is determined.
From OOP and IP FMR measurements and the corresponding Kittel-fit (Eq. (2.23)
and Eq. (2.21)) to the data the effective magnetization is quantified as shown in
Fig. 5.4 a), revealing the easy-plane anisotropy. While the OOP resonance is well
above the noise floor and thus reliably extracted, the IP measurement suffers from
additional two-magnon scattering. The reduced amplitude has a low signal to
noise ratio which only allows the extraction of the resonance field and frequency
manually. The large error-bar reflects the uncertainty yet the easy-plane character
is still evident within error. Also within the uncertainty µ0Meff in both geometries
are close together and the small discrepancy could be indicative of a small fourth
order anisotropy term [224, 239]. The total perpendicular anisotropy would then
be defined by the sum of second and fourth order terms which is obtained in the
OOP geometry only [224]. Thus, we will rely on µ0Meff ≈ 200 mT for this sample.
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Fig. 5.4. – a) Ferromagnetic resonance for a broad range of frequencies with external
magnetic fields aligned in OOP and IP direction. The respective fits to the OOP Kittel
Eq. (2.23) and IP Kittel Eq. (2.21) return positive effective magnetization MS, further
affirming the easy-plane anisotropy property. In b), the OOP linewidth shows Gilbert-like
damping character and is used to quantify the damping parameter αG.

The frequency dependent linewidth of the resonance in OOP geometry allows
to quantify the Gilbert damping parameter and the inhomogeneous linewidth as
discussed in Chapter 2. The inhomogeneous linewidth broadening shows that the
sample/interface quality is rather poor compared to the single ferromagnet layers
investigated in Chapter 3. However, its has to be considered that a much higher
number of much thinner layers is deposited for the skyrmion multilayers. The
increased Gilbert-damping compared to the optimized single ferromagnets aligns
with the expectation of increased spin pumping contributions due to the adjacent
Pt and Ir acting as spin sinks [106,107,109,110,123,126,240]. The interface induced
damping contribution scales with 1/t and thus penalizes magnetodynamic motion
in thin ferromagnetic layers.
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In order to reduce the damping it is thus favorable to increase the thickness.
The possibility of pushing into the Keff < 0 regime allows thicker ferromagnets
compared to PMA samples and facilitates magnetodynamic investigations in
skyrmion multilayer systems. Compared to previous skyrmion hosting multilayer
materials with PMA like the commonly employed Co which has an αG ≈ 0.3 [241]
for t < 1 nm sandwiched between Pt, Pt/CoFeB/MgO (αG = 0.5 [102]) or Ir/Fe/-
Co/Pt (αG = 0.1 [242]) the here extracted αG ≈ 0.037 is an improvement of almost
an order of magnitude. For the system with Ir/Fe/Co/Pt a recent study where
the effective anisotropy was reduced from PMA [242] to Keff ≈ 0 [243] estimated a
Gilbert damping parameter of αG = 0.05 further supporting the benefit for reduced
Keff.

Fig. 5.5. – The low-frequency 2D scan of the OOP magnetic resonance shows a clear FMR
signal for µ0Hext ' 240 mT. By lowering the magnetic field an additional faint resonance
with increasing frequency is visible. This field coincides with the nucleation field in Fig. 5.6
below which skyrmions start to evolve. The resonance is attributed to the magnetization
dynamics of the non-skyrmion magnetic moments.

The low damping allows the detection of a magnetic resonance in the multi-
layer below the saturation field as shown in Fig. 5.5. For µ0Hext > µ0Hs = 240 mT,
i.e. above the saturation field, a clear signal stemming from the FMR is visible. On
the other side, for µ0Hext < µ0Hs, a fainting resonance is still observed, which rises
in frequency with decreasing µ0Hext. In this region, the MFM images show the
formation of non-uniform magnetic texture. Additionally, the effective easy-plane
anisotropy is expected to cause a rotation of the magnetization towards the film
plane which further reduces the OOP magnetization. A similar resonance behavior
is reported in Ref. [243], where the dynamic precession is attributed to the magnetic
moments in the quasi-uniform background instead of the spin dynamics within the
skyrmions itself. The vanishing signal as a dense skyrmion arrangement is reached
agrees well with the given explanation. Similar resonances have been observed by
Montoya et al. [186] in DMI-less Fe/Gd superlattices. Several resonances attributed
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to skyrmions were recorded, yet the in Ref. [186] reported phase transitions differ
qualitatively. The Fe/Gd multilayers exhibit a direct development of coexisting
stripes and skyrmions coming from a field polarized state instead of the transition
depicted in Fig. 5.3. The detection of spin dynamics in the sub-saturation field
range within iDMI skyrmion multilayers enables further magnetodynamic studies
and the optimization for reduced damping shows to be crucial.

5.3.1.2 Magnetometry and Anisotropy Analysis

The saturation magnetization MS is a crucial magnetic parameter for many
further derived quantities like the effective anisotropy and the DMI strength.
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Fig. 5.6. – SQUID magnetometry
in IP and OOP direction. The OOP
loop shows typical hysteresis pock-
ets close to the saturation field. The
IP behavior shows an easy-plane
switching behavior with a coercivity
of roughly 4 mT. The reduction of
magnetic moment before the switch-
ing is attributed to domain forma-
tion.

SQUID magnetometry is performed to ex-
tract the important material constant and the
recorded IP and OOP hysteresis loops from the
cleaved sample are depicted in Fig. 5.6. The
loops are normalized by the magnetic moment
in saturation of the respective curve. The OOP
magnetization exhibits a characteristic shape
often reported in multilayers with domain or
rather labyrinthine state formation at low mag-
netic fields [162, 164, 187, 192, 217, 221, 237, 244].
As the domain formation leads to a shear-
ing of the hysteresis loop even for Keff >

0 [162,164,187,192,221,237,244] a comparison to
the IP geometry is required. Other than in the
PMA multilayer reported in Ref. [162] where
the IP hysteresis shows a clear hard axis be-
havior the remanent magnetization in the pre-
sented Keff < 0 case is higher than in the OOP

case for all fields. A easy-plane switching loop with a coercivity of roughly 4 mT is
observed. The reduction of magnetic moment aligned with the external magnetic
field can be attributed to the domain formation due to the influence of iDMI [180].
It has to be noted that similar behaviors were reported in DMI-less "thick" 25 nm -
500 nm Co crystals [245] and 200 nm epitaxial Ni [246] due to dipolar effects [247].
However, the in these systems relevant crystalline anisotropies and strain effects
are not applicable to the poly-crystalline sputter deposited multilayers.

MS is extracted from an IP loop (not shown) measured with the uncleaved
sample of known nominal magnetic volume (10 mm× 6 mm× 1.145 nm = 68.7×
103 µm3). The magnetic moment in saturation at 400 mT is measured to be
0.48µAm2 and thus, MS = 1164 kA/m. The area enclosed by the IP and the
OOP loop quantifies the inherent effective anisotropy [223] to a value of

Keff = −37.4 kJ/m3
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. The effective anisotropy in the saturated state, however, can be calculated consid-
ering Meff and Eq. (5.1), where Keff = −118 kJ/m3. Despite the reduction of |Keff|
due to domain formation the easy-plane anisotropy energy density character is
evident. Possible systematic experimental errors would lead to an underestimation
of the easy-plane character. For the magnetic volume no magnetic dead layer
was assumed, which itself would reduce the magnetic volume and thus increase
MS and subsequently |Keff| as well. In the same fashion, Meff can only be under-
estimated by finite misalignment of the OOP direction and thus, the presented
values of |Keff| can be regarded as a lower limit. A comparison with a selection

Tab. 5.1. – Selection of skyrmion hosting iDMI multilayer systems where Keff was either
measured directly or extractable from given magnetic material parameters.

Heterostructure Keff(kJ/m3) Reference
Ir/Co/Pt 170 [161]
Pt/Co/Ta ∼ 180 [164]
Pt/Co/Ir 400− 550 [165]
Co/Pd ∼ 120 [193]
Ir/Fe/Co/Pt ≤ 250 [162]
Ir/Fe/Co/Pt 50− 290 [192]
Pt/Co/MgO 50 [192]
Pt/CoFe/Ir < −37 (−118) this work [74]

of iDMI multilayer systems where skyrmions are reported and Keff is extractable
is done with help of Tab. 5.1. It becomes evident that the value for Keff in the
herein analyzed system is significant although of opposite sign. In addition to the
anisotropy, a further important magnetic parameter in the heterostructure is the
DMI strength discussed in the following.

5.3.1.3 Brillouin Light Scattering

Brillouin light scattering is employed to quantify the iDMI on reference sam-
ples made of single trilayers [70, 165]. The measurements have been performed in
a collaboration with the Fachbereich Physik and Landesforschungszentrum OP-
TIMAS, Technische Universität Kaiserslautern. Tobias Böttcher provided the BLS
data, whereas Manuel Müller performed SQUID magnetometry on the reference
samples to quantify the respective MS necessary for the calculation of the effective
DMI strength D. Two sample series of single trilayer Pt(tPt)/CoFe(1.145)/Ir(0.7)
and Pt(0.6)/CoFe(tCoFe)/Ir(0.7) were fabricated for this purpose.

In the presence of asymmetric exchange, the spin wave dispersion of a ferro-
magnet experiences a non-reciprocal frequency shift:

fDMI =
γ

πMS
Dk. (5.2)
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Here, D represents the effective DMI strength. By measuring counter propagating
spin waves, a frequency difference

∆ f = f (k)− f (−k) = 2 · γ

πMS
D |k| (5.3)

is observed as depicted in Fig. 5.7. The Stokes and anti-Stokes BLS peaks are
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Fig. 5.7. – Normalized Stokes- and anti-Stokes peaks measured by BLS on a single trilayer
reference sample with tCoFe = 1.145 at an incident angle ϕ = 60◦. The iDMI induces a
frequency shift between the +k and −k magnons, which can be selected by the applied
magnetic field direction. The data was recorded by Tobias Böttcher.

recorded for both positive and negative externally applied magnetic fields of
|µ0Hext| = 300 mT. The field inversion changes the magnetization direction and
thus results in the same frequency shift ∆ f = f (M, k) − f (−M, k) as for the k
inversion. With the angle of incident light relative to the film normal the magnitude
of the k vector can be adjusted. In Fig. 5.7 ϕ = 60◦ is used corresponding
to |k| = 23.8 rad/µm. As the frequency shift is directly proportional to the
wave vector it can be tuned by the angle ϕ. For the determination of DMI
strength the angle is varied between 45◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 70◦ corresponding to wave vectors
13.7 rad/µm ≤ k ≤ 25.8 rad/µm. By carrying out a linear fit to ∆ f vs k the
prefactor of Eq. 5.3 is determined. The saturation magnetization extracted from
SQUID magnetometry MS = 1112 kA/m and the gyromagnetic ratio determined
with BBFMR γ = 176× 109 rad/Ts are used to calculate D = (0.30± 0.03)mJ/m2.
The effective DMI D is used to quantify the DMI at the interface with [70]:

Dint = tCoFe

√
3

a
D. (5.4)

Here, an average lattice constant a = 0.32 nm for CoFe from Ref. [93] is assumed.
With the nominal thickness tCoFe = 1.145 nm to match the thickness of the mul-
tilayer sample investigated in Fig. 5.3, the iDMI value Dint = (1.94± 0.2)pJ/m2

compares very well with values reported in Ref. [162], where Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multi-
layers were analyzed.
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The effective DMI determined from BLS and SQUID magnetometry of the dif-
ferent samples with varying thicknesses tPt and tCoFe are plotted in Fig. 5.8. In the
first sample series with varying Pt thickness shown in Fig. 5.8 a), an almost linear
increase of D is observed. While for bulk Pt no thickness dependence is expected as
the DMI in these multilayers is an interface effect, a full Pt coverage of the surface
can not be expected in the sub nm regime [248]. The increasing D thus aligns well
with an increased surface coverage due to nominally thicker Pt layers. For the
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Fig. 5.8. – The effective DMI strength of samples with varying Pt and CoFe thicknesses
was determined with BLS measurements and SQUID magnetometry. The Pt thickness
variation in a) shows increasing DMI strength for increasing thicknesses, whereas no
clear trend for the CoFe thickness variation in b) is visible. The BLS measurements were
performed by Tobias Böttcher and the determination of MS via SQUID magnetometry was
performed by Manuel Müller.

second series with varying CoFe layers shown in Fig. 5.8 b) a more complicated
behavior is observed. Any purely interfacial effect is expected to scale linearly with
1/t, however, no clear trend is visible in the range of 0.95 nm ≤ tCoFe ≤ 3 nm. This
may be attributed to the involved thickness dependence of material parameters
in the ultra-thin regime. Heisenberg exchange can change strongly with the FM
thickness [70] as does MS within these samples (1041 kA/m ≤ MS ≤ 1578 kA/m).
Surface roughness and coverage are non-trivial to determine within these mul-
tilayers further complicating the thickness dependence. Experimental-wise the
observed dependence shows to be robust by two separate measurement runs of
the samples. The data shows that the largest volume-averaged DMI strength is
obtained for tCoFe = 1.5 nm implying that ultra-thin samples with tCoFe < 1 nm
are not required to maximize DMI in this approach. The drawn conclusion has
a beneficial impact on the previously discussed tuning of the FM layer towards
higher thicknesses. While Keff can be reduced with increased tCoFe DMI strength is
not proportionally lost, which would impair skyrmion formation.
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With help of BBFMR, SQUID magnetometry and BLS measurements sev-
eral material parameters are quantified for the presented easy-plane anisotropy
skyrmion host. A short overview of the extracted values is presented in Tab. 5.2.

Tab. 5.2. – Overview of the extracted material parameters from various measurement
techniques.

µ0Meff (mT) αG(10−3) γ( rad
Ts ) µMS (T) Dint(mJ/m2) Keff(kJ/m3)

202± 1 37± 1 176 1.46 1.94± 0.2 < 37 (−118)

5.3.2 Micromagnetic Simulation
With the characterization of both static and dynamic magnetic response the

extracted parameters are used to reproduce the observed behavior with micro-
magnetic simulations [16]. The simulations were performed by Lukas Körber in a
cooperation with the Fakultät Physik of the Technical University Dresden and the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf e.V, Institute of Ion Beam Physics and
Material Research. The simulated system leans on an effective single film model
with a geometry of 512× 512× 1 cells with periodic boundary conditions. Here,
cell sizes of 3 nm× 3 nm× 12.6 nm were used. A comparison of the lateral length
of the cells to the exchange length

lex =

√
2A

µ0M2
S

, (5.5)

is important to actively avoid an artificial increase of the effect of the exchange
stiffness. From Ref. [249] A = 26 pJ/m for CoFe is used and MS = 1212 kA/m
approximates the saturation magnetization from SQUID magnetometry measure-
ments. An exchange length of lex ≈ 5.4 nm is obtained which is well above the
lateral cell size. The cell thickness approximates the thickness of the multilayer
stack. The good agreement of the simulated data with experiments (see Fig. 5.9)
shows that the observed behavior can be qualitatively explained well assuming a
homogeneous magnetization throughout the layers, where demagnetization effects
along the layer-stack play a negligible role [192, 193, 220]. The remaining material
parameters for the simulations are the uniaxial anisotropy Ku = 801.8 kJ/m3 (to-
gether with MS resulting in µ0Meff = 200 mT), the DMI constant Dint = 1.8 mJ/m2

and the Landé-factor g = 2.13.
In Fig. 5.9 a) the experimental magnetometry is compared to the response of

the simulated system. The qualitative agreement of the magnetostatics becomes
evident while minor deviations can be attributed to the simplification of the
simulation. The observed magnetic texture at finite applied external magnetic
fields and remanence is shown as MFM and simulated images in the insets of
Fig. 5.9 a). Both, individual skyrmions and the formation of a labyrinthine state
containing a small number of skyrmions are well reconstructed.
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Fig. 5.9. – The material parameteres determined from the above mentioned experiments
were used to perform micromagnetic MuMax simulations. The static response shown
in a) and the ferromagnetic resonance in b) could be qualitatively and quantitatively
reproduced, respectively. The simulations exhibit skyrmion formation despite the Keff < 0
parameter space. The simulations were performed by Lukas Körber and the MFM insets
were recorded by Valentin Ahrens.

The ferromagnetic resonance shown in Fig. 5.9 b) exhibits a high quantitative
agreement of simulation and experiment. For the micromagnetic modeling of
the dynamic response, the sample is initialized with a small tilt from the OOP
direction and relaxed in a finite static external magnetic field. By a sinc pulse in
time of an additional spatially homogeneous field in the plane the magnetization
is excited. The Eigenfrequency of the system is extracted and the procedure is
repeated for decreasing steps of the static external field. While the resonance in
saturation is in very good agreement the dynamic response below saturation could
not be extracted from the simulations.

In a summary, micromagnetic simulations of the simple thin film model
corroborate the observed static and dynamic response together with skyrmion
formation in the effective easy-plane anisotropy realm.

5.3.3 Radius dependence
The sample characterization, i.e. the determination of macroscopic magnetic

parameters and the theoretical modeling provide a general understanding of
the skyrmion formation in the easy-plane anisotropy system. While the field
dependent phase evolution (field polarized alignment → individual skyrmions
→ dense skyrmion arrangement→ labyrinthine spin spiral state) compares well
with PMA multilayer systems [161, 162] a more careful analysis reveals qualitative
differences. By studying the field dependent skyrmion size a distinctive behavior
is obtained, which will be elaborated in the following.

In Fig. 5.10 a) the magnetic texture of the multilayer without any externally ap-
plied magnetic field is shown, which depicts the same MFM image as in Fig. 5.3 g).
The visibly dense labyrinthine spin spiral state is analyzed regarding its periodicity
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in two different ways. On the one hand, a Fourier transform of the image is
azimuthally averaged and shown in Fig. 5.10 b). The resulting intensity vs the
radial distance in reciprocal space indicates the weight of the spatial periodicities
within the MFM image. The peak intensity is found at a "wave vector" which
corresponds to an overall stripe periodicity of λ ≈ 84 nm. While this method
represents an integral approach over the entire MFM image a "local" analysis is
shown in Fig. 5.10 c). A line scan through the image which corresponds to the
black line in panel a) is selected perpendicular to a high number of stripes. The
plotted MFM signal oscillations can be fitted with a sinusoidal function revealing a
periodicity of λ ≈ 82 nm. The residual of the fit additionally confirms that neither
up nor down stripe domains are favored above the other. It can be concluded
that both the two dimensional and the one dimensional approach return well
matching results. The extracted periodicity of the spin spiral state furthermore
allows an estimation of the maximum space for skyrmions in an idealized, dense
skyrmion crystal. A single skyrmion with its magnetic moment in the center
pointing in down(up) direction is surrounded by magnetic moments pointing in
up(down) direction. Thus, an fictitious, idealized skyrmion within a dense stripe
environment can have a maximum radius of λ/4 ≈ 20 nm.

As the remanent state exhibits individual skyrmions a more detailed analysis
is performed as shown in Fig. 5.11. Here, panel a) shows a zoom-in frame of the
MFM image also shown in Fig. 5.10 a) in the vicinity of the skyrmion labeled as
"A". Two 1D scans cutting through the skyrmion and being almost perpendicular
to neighboring stripes and towards each other are highlighted and depicted in
Fig. 5.11 b). Sinusoidal fits were used to extract the local periodicity along the
scan. While the scan labeled as "1" returns λ1 = 99 nm and thus differs from the
previously determined periodicity the scan labeled as "2" returns a well matching
λ2 = 83 nm. Additionally, the oscillations within the scans related to the soliton
are fitted with a Gaussian function to quantify the radii along the corresponding
direction. In the case of scan "1", where the vicinity does not represent the dense
domain arrangement the radius r1 ≈ 30 nm does not satisfy the relation λ/4 = r.
On the other hand, scan "2" which matches the overall determined periodicity
fulfills the estimation with λ2/4 ≈ r2 ≈ 20 nm. The discrepancy of the radii r1

and r2 exemplifies the difficulty of quantifying a radius for the skyrmion with a
1D approach, yet it also indicates an importance of neighboring texture. For this
reason, the further skyrmion analysis takes into account the 2D data of the solitons.
By azimuthally averaging around the center position of the skyrmion, the radial
profile is fitted with a Gaussian function. This enables the quantification of a single
averaged radius per skyrmion. Nonetheless, a size variation comparing different
skyrmions is expected due to the influence of neighboring magnetic texture and
inhomogeneity in the sputter deposited multilayers. The 2D analysis approach
will thus be elucidated using the example of a dense skyrmion arrangement at
finite externally applied field.
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Fig. 5.10. – a) 2µm× 2µm MFM image of the remanence state as shown in Fig. 5.3 g). The
stripe periodicity is determined via a Fourier transform of the image in b) and a line cut
indicated by the black solid line. From the Fourier transform we determine the spacial
frequency (or wave vector), with the highest intensity which corresponds to a wavelength
of 84 nm. In c) a sinusoidal fit to the line cut returns a well matching periodicity of 82 nm.
The residual of the fit shows no clear over/underestimation confirming the equalized up
and down domains. The individual skyrmions labeled in a) as A, B, and C are further
analyzed in Fig. 5.13 a). The MFM image was recorded by Valentin Ahrens.
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Fig. 5.11. – a) Zoom-in frame of the MFM image shown in Fig. 5.10 a) close to the skyrmion
labeled as A. Two line cuts are shown which are further analyzed in b). From the sinusoidal
fits to line 1 and line 2 (cyan lines) local periodicities of λ1 = 99 nm and λ2 = 83 nm were
determined. A Gaussian fit to the peak corresponding to the skyrmion signal results in
radii along the lines of r1 = 30.1 nm and r2 = 20.2 nm. The MFM image was recorded by
Valentin Ahrens.
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Fig. 5.12. – a) MFM image as in Fig. 5.3 e). A large set of skyrmions was taken indicated
by the green dots. The azimuthally averaged radial profile of each skyrmion is analyzed
as shown in b). Here, the data points stem from the highlighted skyrmions with the
corresponding symbol and color in a). The lines depict Gaussian fits, from which the
radius was determined by the half width half maximum. The histogram in c) shows a
normal distribution of all extracted radii. The MFM image was recorded by Valentin
Ahrens.

In Fig. 5.12 a) the magnetic texture in a magnetic field of µ0Hext = (113± 7)mT
is depicted corresponding to the MFM image in Fig. 5.3 e). The green dots indicate
all the selected skyrmions that are further analyzed. Four skyrmions indicated
by the blue diamond, red pentagon, cyan circle and purple square are taken to
exemplify typical radial profiles in Fig. 5.12 b). As can be seen, the Gaussian fit to
the azimuthally averaged skyrmion signal shows a good agreement and allows to
extract the radius as the half-width-half-maximum. Fig. 5.12 c) shows the resulting
histogram of all the selected skyrmions showing a normal distribution of radii
spread between 20 nm ≤ r ≤ 30 nm.

The procedure is performed for all MFM images shown in Fig. 5.3, yet for
the remanent state instead of a histogram only the skyrmions labeled as "A", "B"
and "C" from Fig. 5.10 a) are evaluated. In Fig. 5.13 a) the radial profiles of the
individual solitons in remanence are plotted whereas in Fig. 5.13 b) the arithmetic
mean of the radii of the selected skyrmions for each field is shown. The radius
error bars in panel b) indicate one standard deviation, while the circles stem from a
separate MFM sweep (not shown) with increasing fields. From the graph a constant
radius of r ≈ 25 nm for magnetic fields up to roughly µ0Hext ≈ 150 mT becomes
immediately apparent, which diverges for higher applied fields. The recorded
field dependence strongly controverts the usual skyrmion field evolution, where
the solitons significantly shrink in size due to an increased Zeeman energy cost of
a skyrmion [161, 162, 165, 218, 250]. Reported skyrmion sizes in iDMI multilayer
samples at different applied magnetic fields however are limited to the PMA
(Keff > 0) regime which qualitatively separates our system from previous works.
The distinct behavior is in accordance with the theoretical work by Banerjee et
al. [178] who predicted a rather stable skyrmion size for a large field range for easy-
plane anisotropy thin films. The additional stabilization mechanism responsible
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Fig. 5.13. – a) shows the azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the skyrmions labeled as A,
B, and C in Fig. 5.10. The Gaussian fits return an average radius of r = (25.4± 1.6) nm. In
b) the black squares indicate the average value determined from 28− 115 skyrmions from
the MFM images shown in Fig. 5.3 b)-f) where the analysis is performed as in Fig. 5.12.
The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the radii distribution. The blue circles
correspond to the analogous procedure from MFM images taken during a sweep with
increasing fields. No hysteretic behavior for the down/up sweep could be resolved.

for the constant skyrmion radius can be explained by the contribution of the
easy-plane "compass" anisotropy to the free energy. This addition to the energy
landscape stems from higher spin-orbit coupling terms. While the generalization
to a continuum model is non-trivial an intuition of its effect can be gained by a
discretized model with local moments arranged in a square lattice. In this case the
Hamiltonian of the compass anisotropy term can be written as [178, 251, 252]:

Hc = −Ac ∑
i
(Sy

i Sy
i+x̂ + Sx

i Sx
i+ŷ). (5.6)

Here, Ac represents the compass anisotropy which depends on the exchange
integral, and Sx,y

i represent the local moment’s x and y component at lattice
site i. x̂ and ŷ stand for a unit lattice constant in x and y direction. When
placing a skyrmion texture in the square lattice smaller radii of the corresponding
domain wall would thus decrease the products Sy

i Sy
i+x̂ and Sx

i Sx
i+ŷ. This leads to an

increased total energy. Thus, the compass anisotropy penalizes shrinking skyrmion
sizes and counteracts the Zeeman contribution which favors the reduction of
non-aligned textures. However, further investigations of the possible effects of
compass anisotropy in iDMI multilayers are desirable. The spin-orbit coupling
induced anisotropy, amongst other effects like e.g. frustration, can explain the
formation of topological spin textures even without DMI in centrosymmetric
tetragonal magnets [252, 253]. At the interface of two non-magnetic insulating
oxides LaAlO3/SrTiO3 it was found to play an important part in inducing a
magnetization and ferromagnetic exchange [254]. However, the identification of
compass anisotropy within a sputter deposited heterostructure in this work may
be unprecedented and thus could motivate further systematic experimental and
theoretical studies. The micromagnetic simulations used within the collaboration
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Fig. 5.14. – Magnetic texture at different fields from the micromagnetic simulations
presented in Fig. 5.9. With increasing fields the skyrmion radii are compressed due to
Zeeman-energy contributions. The simulations do not support compass anisotropy and
do not reproduce the experimentally observed radius evolution. The simulations were
performed by Lukas Körber.

and performed by Lukas Körber for this study do not include anisotropies caused
by higher order spin-orbit coupling terms and accordingly are not able to reproduce
the observed skyrmion size dependence (see Fig. 5.13). In Fig. 5.14, which shows
the simulated magnetic texture at different fields, the reduction of skyrmion
radius with increasing external magnetic field becomes evident. This discrepancy
further supports the finding of a previously unconsidered stabilization mechanism
existent in easy-plane iDMI multilayers. The detected radius evolution, however,
requires the discernment of the investigated superlattice with ferromagnetically
coupled CoFe layers from a multilayer system with antiferromagnetic coupling.
Antiferromagnetically coupled skyrmions are predicted to exhibit a similar radius
increase with increasing external magnetic fields [255] which was experimentally
confirmed by recent work showing a soliton expansion [182].

5.4 Interlayer Exchange
The coupling sign of the interlayer exchange in the multilayer system can be

determined by a thickness variation of the spacer layers. Especially Ir is often
chosen for its mediation of the indirect exchange known as Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction [244, 256–264]. The interaction introduces an
oscillatory thickness dependent coupling between two ferromagnetic layers where
the mediating spacer thickness determines the sign and strength of the exchange
interaction. When the magnitude of the coupling is of minor relevance, the
segregation of the two coupling regimes, i.e. antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic,
can easily be performed by measuring the saturation fields Hs of samples with
varying spacer thickness [244, 264]. While Hs stays unperturbed for different
ferromagnetic RKKY exchange strengths, it shows a dependence proportional to
the RKKY interaction in the antiferromagnetic regime. In this case, the additional
energy contribution opposes the homogeneous alignment due to Zeeman energy
and thus increases the required magnetic field to reach a saturated state.
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Fig. 5.15. – a) and b) show the normalized anomalous Hall effect signal for two multilayer
samples with varying Ir-spacer thickness and CoFe thickness tCoFe = 1.145 nm. The curve
in a) corresponds to a sample with antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling of the multilayers,
whereas the sample shown in b) represents ferromagnetic RKKY coupling. The saturation
field µ0Hs is determined as the field above which the signal surpasses the 98 % threshold.
For the ferromagnetically coupled samples hysteresis pockets close to µ0Hs are observed,
which allow determining a nucleation field µ0HN below which the homogeneous magnetic
alignment decays and skyrmions start to nucleate. In panel c) the extracted saturation
and nucleation fields for various samples with different Ir thicknesses are depicted. The
antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling regime with increased saturation fields can be clearly
distinguished from the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling regime, which coincides with the
formation of hysteretic pockets. For panel d) a fixed Ir thickness indicated by the blue
diamond symbol was selected an the Pt thickness was varied. For all investigated Pt
thicknesses the RKKY coupling remains in the antiferromagnetic realm.

Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) measurements of two sets of samples with vary-
ing spacer thickness Pt(0.75)/CoFe(1.145)/Ir(tIr) and Pt(tPt)/CoFe(1.145)/Ir(0.45)
were used to analyze the qualitative coupling dependence. The samples for the
AHE analysis were sputter deposited by Elisabeth Meidinger. In Fig. 5.15 a) and b)
the hysteresis loops of two samples revealing antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
coupling, respectively, are depicted. For the first sample, no hysteretic behavior
is be observed, while the second shows hysteretic pockets close to µ0Hs similar
to the magnetometry loops shown in Fig. 5.6. This allows to extract not only the
magnetic field necessary in order to saturate the sample coming from remanence,
but also provides a second magnetic field µ0HN below which the magnetization
decays and skyrmions can nucleate. Both fields are defined by a 98 % threshold
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of the normalized AHE signal and are extracted for the samples. In Fig. 5.15 c)
µ0Hs is plotted vs tIr which, apart from the qualitatively different hysteresis loops,
permits a clear distinction between the two RKKY coupling signs. A peak of almost
µ0Hs ≈ 3.5 mT is detected at a thickness of tIr = 3 Å which drops significantly for
higher or lower thicknesses matching the oscillatory expectation for the RKKY
interaction mechanism. Above tIr ≥ 5 Å µ0Hs maintains a constant value and the
distinctive hysteresis pockets allow the determination of the nucleation field µ0HN.
It becomes evident at this point, that the multilayer which reveals a qualitatively
distinct radius evolution compared to PMA systems shows no antiferromagnetic
coupling property. The second sample series with varying Pt thickness shown in
Fig. 5.15 d) reveals that Ir is of major importance to dictate the coupling sign. For
this set of samples, the Ir thickness is chosen to induce antiferromagnetic inter-
layer exchange yet also to be very close to the transition towards ferromagnetic
coupling. While the strength of the indirect exchange scales inversely to tPt no
qualitative change is observed within the investigated thicknesses. A very similar
study on thickness variations of Ru, Ir and Pt spacers with qualitatively identical
results has been performed by Karayev et al. [264] which corroborates the findings
presented in this work. The high tunability of the saturation fields and thus the
antiferromagnetic coupling strength of the presented multilayer provides a solid
platform for the implementation of synthetic antiferromagnets in the future.

Additional to the distinction of the coupling sign MFM images of three
samples of the presented Ir variation series with ferromagnetic, "weak" antiferro-
magnetic, and antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling were recorded. The influence of
RKKY strength and sign on the magnetic texture is shortly discussed in Fig. 5.16

and Fig. 5.17. For the ferromagnetically coupled sample a labyrinthine state in
remanence similar to Fig.5.3 g) is expected and observed in Fig. 5.16 b). It may be
noted, that a small number of circular dots is visible which appear qualitatively
different from the ambient MFM signal. These dots arise due to cross talk from the
topography as shown in Fig. 5.16 a) with its relating arrows and do not represent
the actual magnetic texture. When going to the antiferromagnetic coupling regime,
the compensating magnetic moments are expected to reduce stray fields and thus
to annihilate MFM contrast as seen with the sample with tIr = 4 Å. Interestingly,
this is not the case for the sample close to the transition with "weak" antiferro-
magnetic RKKY exchange with tIr = 4.5 Å. While the saturation field is already
slightly increased compared to the ferromagnetic samples and the hysteresis curve
qualitatively compares to the antiferromagnetically coupled samples a labyrinthine
state is observed. Such a behavior in synthetic antiferromagnets has been reported
earlier by Hellwig et al., where dipolar contributions overcome the RKKY cou-
pling [244]. With externally applied magnetic field the two antiferromagnetically
RKKY coupled samples also show unidentified features within the magnetic tex-
ture as seen in Fig. 5.17. Apart from normal skyrmions, which are expected to
evolve from a labyrinthine state and increasing applied magnetic fields, several
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circular shaped domains are observed which appear as "popped" or "inverted"
bubbles in Fig. 5.17 a). Even the sample which shows vanishing MFM contrast at
remanence due to an increased antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling, exhibits circular
shaped domains at external magnetic fields. This findings underline the diver-
sity of magnetic phenomena found in iDMI easy-plane multilayers and motivate
further thorough investigation in the future.

a)

500 nm

tIr = 7Å Topography b) tIr = 7Å tIr = 4.5Å tIr = 4Å

Fig. 5.16. – a) AFM image of the tIr = 7 Å investigated in Fig. 5.15 showing the topography
with several grains visible as white dots. These dots cause a cross talk in the MFM images
shown in b) and thus, circular textures in the MFM images at the corresponding sites do
not stem from magnetic stray fields. In b) MFM images of three samples corresponding
to ferromagnetic RKKY coupling (tIr = 7 Å), small antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling
(tIr = 4.5 Å) and stronger antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling (tIr = 4 Å). For tIr = 4.5 Å, a
labyrinthine magnetic state is still observed despite the antiferromagnetic coupling. For
samples tIr ≤ 4 Å, where the AFM coupling becomes stronger, no magnetic contrast is
observed. The bright dots stem from topographic cross talk.

a) tIr = 4.5 Å    66 mT b) tIr = 4 Å   309 mT

500 nm

Fig. 5.17. – The antiferromagnetically coupled multilayer with tIr = 4.5 Å shows skyrmion
formation at finite fields. The green arrows indicate unknown magnetic textures which
appear like "popped" bubbles. Even the sample with stronger AFM coupling, which does
not show any magnetic contrast in remanence shows circular magnetic textures at finite
applied fields some of which are highlighted by green arrows as well.
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6Summary

This thesis elaborates the versatile possibilities of using ferromagnetic thin films
based on the low-damping alloy CoFe for applications in the field of magnonics and
skyrmionics. Thin films made of this material can easily be deposited by sputter
deposition and patterned into nanostructured devices. The conducting properties
imply direct compatibility of potential computational applications with today’s
already established charge-based technologies. These properties, together with the
abundance of Fe and Co, provide a promising platform for novel technological
applications that take advantage of the spin degree of freedom.

During this work, the low magnetic damping properties of the metallic alloy
are optimized by proper seed, cap and spacer layers. Various relaxation mecha-
nisms, like, e.g., spin pumping and intrinsic damping, are identified with help of
broadband ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy. The magnetic properties of the
studied CoFe thin films were extracted from the resonance fields and linewidths.
As a subsequent step, the confirmed low damping and the high saturation magne-
tization are exploited in a structured magnonic waveguide for studying spin-wave
propagation. This work shows that CoFe thin films can reach characteristic decay
lengths that are now comparable to thin film waveguides made out of the record-
low damping, insulating ferrimagnet YIG [74]. CoFe thus provides an alternative to
YIG for various magnonic applications that is not only cheaper, easier to fabricate
and compatible to CMOS technology but also exhibits much higher spin-wave
group velocities. Non-linear spin-wave phenomena that are currently exclusively
studied in YIG, e.g. magnon Bose-Einstein condensates [68] could be soon realized
in metallic systems with the help of CoFe.

The potential relevance and applicability for future studies and possible
devices is further demonstrated in several collaborations based on the fabricated
thin films. Spin waves in the non-linear regime are excited together with Hula et
al., where four-magnon scattering is studied in a first step [151]. By stimulating
relaxation into discrete magnon states we show that four-magnon scattering can be
used to create a magnonic frequency comb by two distinct driving frequencies [73].
In another collaboration with Wang et al. [265] we take advantage of the magnetic
properties of CoFe nanogratings deposited on top of YIG. With help of the nano-
patterned alloy, exchange spin waves can be excited efficiently in a YIG thin film.
This approach underlines the material’s potential not only as a waveguide itself
but for applications exploiting magnon-magnon coupling phenomena. Looking
into the near future, the investigation will be extended towards studying magnon-
phonon coupling and evaluating CoFe’s applicability for devices based on surface
acoustic waves. When looking a bit further, even technological approaches that
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were not investigated specifically throughout this work like, e.g., spin-torque
nano-oscillators for neuromorphic computing could benefit from the low magnetic
damping and the thus increased efficiencies.

In a second part of this thesis, we show that the alloy is not only useful
for magnetodynamic applications but also for the stabilization of complex mag-
netic textures. We fabricate [Pt/CoFe/Ir]N multilayers that exhibit strong inter-
face Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (iDMI) such that chiral magnetic textures
(skyrmions) are obtained. The system supports sub 100 nm skyrmions for a broad
magnetic field range. Due to an effective easy-plane anisotropy energy density
and higher-order spin-orbit coupling (SOC) mechanisms like compass anisotropies
the skyrmion size is robust for a comparably broad range of magnetic fields.
This stands in contrast to the usual shrinking of magnetic skyrmions with in-
creased magnetic field due to increasing Zeeman penalties [236]. The observation
motivates further research of the many consequences of higher-order SOC in
sputter-deposited thin films. Additionally, the investigated multilayers provide
a fruitful ground for current dependent measurements. The observed magnetic
state shown by magnetic force microscopy could find its application in the first
experimental proof of principle for skyrmion reservoir computing. Here, current
pulses could excite magnetic resonances and change shape and size of pinned
skyrmions. This would lead to an altered resistance response of the reservoir and
thus enables for pattern recognition tasks depending on the current pulse shape
and injection points [7].

The metallic ferromagnet CoFe that was employed for the thin-film heterostruc-
tures throughout this thesis results as a perfect material choice. We experimentally
demonstrated record-long spin-wave propagation lengths in CoFe. The low damp-
ing could be exploited for non-linear spin-wave phenomena based on four-magnon
scattering, which eventually allowed us to generate a magnonic frequency comb.
Using a combined static and dynamic characterization of CoFe-based magnetic
multilayers, we demonstrated robust formation of magnetic skyrmions accompa-
nied by comparably low magnetic damping. While its high potential for magnonic
and skyrmionic applications is directly and succesfully demonstrated various fur-
ther research projects and questions will and can be addressed as mentioned above.
Thus, our work allows to conclude that CoFe thin films represent a promising and
versatile platform for future investigations and maybe someday will find its way
into technological applications in industry.
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AAppendix A - Sample Fabrication

The fabricational details of sputter deposited multilayer thin films is presented in
the following sections and tables.

A.1 Magnetodynamic Samples
The samples for the Gilbert damping analysis were deposited with a chamber

pressure of 5× 10−3 mBar, with an Argon flow of 10 sccm, and constant rotation
speed of 20 rpm. Some of the samples were fabricated during the master thesis
project.

Tab. A.1. – Sputter deposition parameters for the Ta(3)/Al(3)/CoFe(t)/Al(3)/Ta(3) samples
used for the Gilbert damping analysis in Chapter 3.2.

Date Material
MT4

(mm)
Power

(W)
Rate

(A/s)
Time

(s)
XRD thickness

(nm)
20.02.2018 Ta 50 30 2.09 15 3.1

Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.7
CoFe 70 25 2.28 22 4.69

Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.1
Ta (TaOx) 50 30 2.09 15 2.6

21.02.2018 Ta 50 30 2.09 15 3.2
Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.5
CoFe 70 25 2.28 15 2.81

Al 70 50 1.30 23 3.5
Ta (TaOx) 50 30 2.09 15 2.9

21.02.2018 Ta 50 30 2.09 15 3.1
Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.9
CoFe 70 25 2.28 11 1.41

Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.4
Ta (TaOx) 50 30 2.09 15 2.5

21.02.2018 Ta 50 30 2.09 15 3.1
Al 70 50 1.30 23 3

CoFe 70 25 2.28 9 1.14

Al 70 50 1.30 23 2.6
Ta (TaOx) 50 30 2.09 15 2.4

18.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.3
* simulation optimized with intermixing
and oxidation layers

Continued on next page
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Tab. A.1 – continued from previous page

Date Material
MT4

(mm)
Power

(W)
Rate

(A/s)
Time

(s)
XRD thickness

(nm)
Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.3
CoFe 70 25 2.22 36 7.99

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.4
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

18.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.2
Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.3
CoFe 70 25 2.19 32 6.91

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.85

Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *
18.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.3

Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.4
CoFe 70 25 2.22 27 4.83

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.6
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

18.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.4
Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.2
CoFe 70 25 2.17 23 4.66

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.9
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

19.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3

Al 70 50 1.2 25 3

CoFe 70 25 2.22 18 3.2
Al 70 50 1.2 25 2

Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *
19.09.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.4

Al 70 50 1.2 25 3

CoFe 70 25 2.22 9 1.47

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.7
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

19.11.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.1
Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.1
CoFe 70 25 2.27 11 1.78

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.8
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

19.11.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 2.9
Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.6

* simulation optimized with intermixing
and oxidation layers

Continued on next page
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Tab. A.1 – continued from previous page

Date Material
MT4

(mm)
Power

(W)
Rate

(A/s)
Time

(s)
XRD thickness

(nm)
CoFe 70 25 2.14 14 2.53

Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.6
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

23.11.2018 Ta 50 30 2 15 3.2
Al 70 50 1.2 25 3.2
CoFe 70 25 2.19 13 26.1
Al 70 50 1.2 25 2.6
Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 50 30 2 15 *

13.12.2018 Ta 70 40 0.68 44.18 3.2
Al 70 40 1.37 21.9 3.1
CoFe 70 25 2.38 63.03 13.5
Al 70 40 1.37 21.9 2

Ta (TaAl/TaOx) 70 40 0.68 44.18 *

The samples for the damping investigations are presented in Tabs. A.2, A.3
and A.1. Overall a chamber pressure of 5× 10−3 mBar was used. The samples for
the comparison of damping with (Tab. A.3) and without (Tab. A.2) spacer between
the heavy metal and the magnetic metal where all fabricated with an argon flow
of 10 sccm and a constant sample rotation of 30 rpm. The MT4 height was fixed to
70 mm for all materials.
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Tab. A.2. – Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Pt(t) samples with t = (0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 10) nm for the compari-
son of damping with and without additional spacer layer investigated in Chap. 3.1.

Date Material
Power

(W)
Rate

(A/s)
Time (s)

31.03.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 10.36

31.03.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 20.73

31.03.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 51.81

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 5.18

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 7.77

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.84 27.17

Pt 10 1.93 4.15
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Tab. A.3. – Ru(1.5)/CoFe(5)/Cu(2)/Pt(t) samples with t = (0.8, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 10) nm for the
comparison of damping with and without additional spacer layer investigated in Chap. 3.1.

Date Material
Power

(W)
Rate

(A/s)
Time (s)

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.91 26.18

Cu 20 1.22 16.39

Pt 10 1.36 4.08

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.91 26.18

Cu 20 1.22 16.39

Pt 10 1.36 5.1
02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.91 26.18

Cu 20 1.22 16.39

Pt 10 1.36 7.65

02.04.2020 Ru 10 1 15

CoFe 20 1.91 26.18

Cu 20 1.22 16.39

Pt 10 1.36 10.2
08.04.2020 Ru 10 0.97 15.46

CoFe 20 1.96 25.51

Cu 20 1.21 16.53

Pt 10 1.93 20.73

08.04.2020 Ru 10 0.97 15.46

CoFe 20 1.96 25.51

Cu 20 1.21 16.53

Pt 10 1.93 51.81
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A.2 Thickness Variation Samples for Spin Spiral
Configuration

The samples for the variation of Meff were all fabricated at a chamber pressure
of 5× 10−3 mBar, an Argon flow of 10 sccm, a MT4 height of 70 mm, a constant
rotation speed of 30 rpm on 03/23/2021. The total stack sequence on top of the
SiOx (100) substrate is as follows: Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(0.6)/CoFe(t)/Ir(0.7)]6/
Cu(2)/Ta(2.5) where the numbers are thickness in nm. By choosing proper depo-
sition times τ the thicknesses t = 0.9/1.1/1.3 nm were selected. The individual
material deposition parameters can be extracted from Tab. A.4.

Tab. A.4. – Sputter parameters for the materials of the sample series investigating varying
Meff for labyrinthine remanent state investigation in Chap. 5.2.

Ta Pt Cu CoFe Ir
Power (W) 6 14 19 56 15

Rates (A/s) 0.58 0.69 1.09 1.01 0.41

Time (s) 25.86 57.97/8.7 18.35 τ 17.07

A.3 Brillouin Light Scattering Samples for DMI
Quantification

The trilayer thin films for BLS examination and quantification of DMI constants
were fabricated by Elisabeth Meidinger. The chamber pressure was 5× 10−3 mBar,
with an Argon flow of 10 sccm, a MT4 height of 70 mm, and constant rotation
speed of 30 rpm. The total stack sequence on top of the SiOx (100) substrate is
as follows: Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(tPt)/CoFe(tCF)/Ir(0.7)]1/Cu(2)/Ta(2.5). The
deposition parameters and respective thicknesses tPt and tCF can be extracted from
the Tabs. A.5 and A.6.

Tab. A.5. – Sputter parameters for the materials of the sample series for quantification of
the DMI constant via BLS elaborated in Chap. 5.3.1.3. The deposition times in brackets
represent the "default" value for the respective CoFe- or Pt-thickness range. Actual
thicknesses and deposition times are listed in Tab. A.6.

Ta Pt Cu Ir CoFe
Power (W) 6 14 19 15 56

Rates (A/s) 0.58 0.72 1.14 0.53 1.09

Time (s) 25.86/43.1 55.56/(8.33) 17.54 16.67 (10.5)
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Tab. A.6. – Deposition times and thicknesses of the CoFe- and Pt-series for DMI quan-
tification. The deposition times in brackets represent the "default" value for the CoFe- or
Pt-thickness range when not varied. The sample fabricated with the values presented in
brackets is an only sample, such that 9 samples were fabricated in total. The individual
material deposition parameters are found in Tab A.5.

CoFe Series Pt Series
Thickness Time Thickness Time

0.95 8.72 0.2 2.78

(1.145) (10.5) 0.4 5.56

1.5 13.76 (0.6) (8.33)
2 18.35 0.8 11.11

3 27.52 1 13.89

A.4 Samples for Qualitative Interlayer Exchange
Investigation

The multilayer thin films for AHE measurements and qualitative RKKY inves-
tigation were fabricated by Elisabeth Meidinger. The chamber pressure was 5×
10−3 mBar, with an Argon flow of 10 sccm, a MT4 height of 70 mm, and constant ro-
tation speed of 30 rpm. The total stack sequence on top of the SiOx (100) substrate is
as follows: Ta(1.5)/Pt(4)/Cu(2)/[Pt(tPt)/CoFe(tCoFe)/Ir(0.7)]6/Cu(2)/Ta(2.5). The
deposition parameters and respective thicknesses tPt and tCF can be extracted from
the Tabs. A.5 and A.6

Tab. A.7. – Sputter parameters for the materials of the sample series for AHE measurements
and determination of qualitative RKKY coupling discussed in Chap 5.4. Actual thicknesses
and deposition times are listed in Tab. A.8.

Ta Pt Cu CoFe Ir
Power (W) 6 14 19 56 15

Rate (A/s) 0.57 0.75 1.13 1.02 0.445

Time (s) 26.31 53.33/(10) 17.7 11.23 (10.11)
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Tab. A.8. – Deposition times and thicknesses of the Pt- and Ir-series for AHE measurements.
The individual material deposition parameters are found in Tab. A.7.

Ir Series Pt Series
Date Thickness Time Date Thickness Time
29.10.2020 0.2 4.49 29.10.2020 0.4 5.33

29.10.2020 0.3 6.74 29.10.2020 0.5 6.67

29.10.2020 0.35 7.87 29.10.2020 0.6 8

29.10.2020 0.4 8.99 29.10.2020 0.7 9.33

29.10.2020 0.45 10.11 29.10.2020 0.8 10.67

29.10.2020 0.5 11.24 29.10.2020 0.9 12

29.10.2020 0.55 12.36

29.10.2020 0.6 13.48

29.10.2020 0.7 15.73

29.10.2020 0.8 17.98

29.10.2020 0.9 20.22

29.10.2020 1 22.47

05.11.2020 0.1 2.25

05.11.2020 0 0
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BAppendix B - MFM Field
Calibration

The calibration list was recorded by Simon Mendisch. Fig. B.1 shows the calibration
table with available magnetic fields between roughly 66 mT and 309 mT.

Fig. B.1. – Calibration of the permanent magnet height to magnetic field at the sample
surface. The large uncertainty of the field is a maximum estimate due to the uncertainty
of the active area position inside the used Hall probe.
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